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Introduction and Overview
This Capital Project Delivery Guide (Guide) has been developed to act as a tool to assist public entities to
manage capital projects. For the purposes of this Guide, public entities include all Government of
Saskatchewan ministries, Crown corporations, boards, agencies, and commissions.
The Guide should be used to assist with managing your capital project after it has been approved. This
Guide does not cover the writing of a business case nor the process for getting your project approved. The
Guide is intended to be just that - a guide. It provides tools, templates, and best practices in the main
project management activities that can be used to achieve the project’s desired outcome. Projects are
process oriented and this Guide is intended to be adaptable to any type or size of project - it can be “rightsized” for your needs.
Even though every project is unique, all projects share similar features and balance among time, money,
and results. Because they are somewhat alike, and because projects generally have to get done in addition
to your ordinary work, this Guide is intended to provide you tools and techniques to make it easier to
attain project success.
What is a Project?
The Project Management Institute defines a project as “a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a
unique product, service or result”.
This means that a project has:
 A specific, desired outcome;
 A deadline or target date when the project must be done; and
 A budget that limits the amount of people, supplies, and money that can be used to complete the
project.
There are at least six characteristic features that define every project and make it different from most
ordinary work:
 A project has a defined beginning and an end. Getting from the beginning to the end of a project
typically involves a definable sequence of steps or activities;
 Projects use resources (time, people, money) that have been specifically allocated to the work
of the project;
 The end results of a project have specific goals of quality and performance;
 Projects follow a planned, organized approach to meet their objectives;
 A project usually involves a team of people to get it done; and
 Every project is unique. This does not mean that certain activities have to be unique, but is
rather because of their different contexts and their particular use of resources, time, and
results.
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A project team is typically not part of the permanent structure of an organization. Due to the fact that a
project exists outside of the regular business operation, it needs to be governed and controlled in its own
way – the regular reporting processes in your organization may not meet the needs of your project.
Because each project has a beginning, middle and end, it can be said to have a lifecycle. The project
lifecycle will be discussed in greater detail later in this Chapter. Figure 0-1 provides an overview:

Figure 0-1: Project Lifecycle with Description
Chapters within this Guide will cross multiple phases of a project’s life cycle. The following aspects of
project delivery will be covered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Project Governance
Risk Management
Scope Management
Schedule Management
Cost Management Plan
Contract Management
Contract Change Management
Stakeholder Management
Communication Management
Project Close Out
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What is Project Management?
Project management is the discipline of using established principles, procedures and techniques to
successfully guide a project from conception through completion. Project management requires the
application of those principles and procedures as well as tools and technologies to ensure that a project
can be completed in a way that meets all articulated outcomes, from spending limits to end-goal
objectives.
Project management commonly involves overseeing teams from multiple functional areas within an
organization as well as overseeing teams and workers from multiple organizations who are expected to
work together for part or all of the project's duration to reach the common goal.
Project managers need to be able to communicate effectively across many disciplines and inspire unity of
action among many workers in order to deliver a successful project.
Triple Constraint
Regardless of the project management methods you use to manage a project, understanding the triple
constraint is key. The triple constraint theory in project management says every project operates within
the boundaries of scope, schedule, and budget. A change in one factor will invariably affect the other two.
The three constraints are interdependent: none of them can be altered without affecting one or both of
the others. For example, if the scope of a project is increased, it is likely to take longer and/or cost more.
Likewise, an earlier deadline is almost certain to either require more money or a less ambitious scope.
In other words, it’s all about trade-offs. As project manager, it’s your job to balance these triple constraints
and manage expectations so everyone understands what it takes to achieve project success.
If you keep the triple constraint in mind while managing your project, along with the project phases and
management tools, then you have the means to make the necessary adjustments that can keep the
project on track. It’s the formula for success.

Figure 0-2: Triple Constraint
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Project Scope
The project manager must define and control the project’s scope, which is the sum of the products,
services and results to be provided.
Just as important as knowing what is included in the project is understanding what is excluded. One of the
most significant risks faced on projects is “scope creep”. All parties involved in a project must have a clear
understanding of the project scope, and it is up to the project manager to ensure that it is controlled.
Chapter 3 (Scope Management) discusses this concept in greater detail.
Project Schedule
The project schedule is the tool that communicates what work needs to be performed, which resources
of the organization will perform the work and the timeframes in which that work needs to be performed.
The project schedule should reflect all of the work associated with delivering the project on time.
Chapter 4 (Schedule Management) discusses this concept in greater detail.
Project Budget
The budget for a project is simply the combined costs of the individual activities or work packages that
the project must accomplish. The budget is represented by the approved cost baseline, i.e. the amount of
money the project is predicted to cost and when that money will be spent.
The budget is the primary financial document that constitutes the necessary funds for implementing the
project and producing the deliverables. Chapter 5 (Cost Management Plan) discussed the process of
budgeting and controlling costs in more detail.
Project Quality
At its most basic level, quality is what the customer or stakeholder needs from the project deliverables.
This is known as the deliverable being “fit for use”.
It doesn’t matter if have the best project management tools, met every milestone and completed the
project under budget if the deliverable didn’t meet quality standards. That’s why project quality
management is so important.
The following three concepts are pivotal to project quality:
1. Quality Management entails selecting the specification parameters along with the systems and
procedures needed to assure that quality is properly executed in all phases.
2. Quality Assurance are ways of preventing mistakes and defects and avoiding problems when
the end deliverable is completed.
3. Quality Control is a process by which the project team review the quality of all factors involved
in the deliverables.
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The Project Charter
The project charter is a statement of the scope, objectives, and participants in a project. It provides a
preliminary delineation of roles and responsibilities, outlines the project objectives, identifies the main
stakeholders, and defines the authority of the project manager. It serves as a reference of authority for
the future of the project.
A project charter should document:
 A description of the project;
 Who the main stakeholders are;
 What the project purpose or business justification for the project is;
 What the project’s objectives are;
 What deliverables will be produced;
 What is included and excluded from the scope;
 Project risks; and
 Constraints;
A terms of reference is also usually part of the project charter. The terms of reference define the purpose
and structure of the project and/or steering committee. A project charter template can be found at the
conclusion of this Chapter.
The Project Lifecycle
A project lifecycle is the sequence of phases that a project goes through from its initiation to its closure.
The project lifecycle can be defined and modified as per the needs and aspects of the organization.

Figure 0-3: Project Lifecycle
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1. Initiating: Determine a high-level project agenda
A successful initiation increases the chances of a project’s success. Project initiation is the first step in a
project lifecycle and involves building a strong business case. The business case is a document that
explains the need for the project, its scope, and its vision to the team. A detailed business plan also helps
in soliciting funding for the project.
Here’s what you need to do to successfully initiate a project and ensure that it performs well:




Create a project charter/business case
Undertake a feasibility study for a business case
Identify project stakeholders

2. Planning: Build a project road map and team
The difference between a successful and an unsuccessful project depends on how good, or how bad, the
plan is. To ensure you have a good plan, this phase is essential.
In this phase, a project plan document, or a set of documents, is created. The project plan explains what
the project team will do and how they will do it. It lists all the processes (financial, quality, project
development, etc.) required for the project to be successful.
The following steps will ensure that your project planning is successful:






Create a project road map
Estimate a budget for the financial plan
Form a functional project team
Identify potential roadblocks
Develop a communication plan

3. Executing: Put your plans to action
This phase is the longest in a project lifecycle and requires putting into action the project plans you made
in the earlier stage. In this stage, the deliverables are constructed and presented to the clients. During the
project execution stage, a project manager would be involved in managing the people, processes, and
communication.
Here are a few pointers to ensure successful project execution:




Organize workflows: you should assign tasks to the appropriate team members. Explain their
responsibilities, dependencies, and project processes for the smooth functioning of the project.
Hold regular status team meetings
Communicate with clients
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4. Monitoring and controlling: Evaluate using key metrics
This phase is about measuring project progression and performance to ensure that the project is going as
planned. Project managers can review and track progress at any time during a project to make
adjustments to the plan, so that things runs smoothly.
Here’s what this phase involves doing:



Measure the project’s progress
Evaluate project risks and find solutions

5. Closing: Prepare a project report
This phase indicates that the project has been completed. It’s the final stage that involves a postmortem
and follow-up. A project manager identifies the strengths and weakness of the project in terms of the
time taken, processes followed, and resources used in this phase. The weaknesses are assessed so that
project managers can develop strategies to overcome them.
Here’s what you need to do to successfully close a project:




Re-evaluate resources
Hold a team meeting
Document project completion and prepare final project report:
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Project Charter Template
1. General Project Information
Project Name:
Executive Sponsor(s):
Provide a concise description of the project, including what the end result will
be.

Project Description:

2. Project Team
Name

Role

Telephone

E-mail

Project Manager:
Team Members:

3. Stakeholders
Who has a significant interest in the project?
Who will be affected by the project?
Who will influence the project?

4. Project Scope Statement
Project Purpose / Business Justification
Describe the project purpose and justification.
Why is the project being done? On what financial or other basis can we justify doing this project?
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Objectives
How does the project tie into the Ministry’s, the organization’s, or the Government of Saskatchewan’s strategic
goals? What project objectives support these goals?
Describe the measurable outcomes of the project (e.g. reduce cost by x or increase quality to y)

Deliverables
What specific project deliverables are wanted, and what will be the end result of the project?
List the high-level “products” to be created.

Scope
Describe what phases of work will be undertaken. It is also important to mention what activities will not be
included in this project.

High-Level Milestones
Milestone

Expected Date

Milestones are not work activities. Milestones are used to mark:

(MM/DD/YYYY)






The start of significant phases of work
The end of significant phases of work
To mark the deadline for something
To show when an important decision is being made

High-Level Project Risks
Risk

Risk Rating
(High, Medium, Low)

Identify obstacles that may cause the project to fail.
Identify potential threats and opportunities for the project.
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Assumptions
What do we believe to be the case but do not have proof or data for?
What is believed to be true or reliable?

Constraints
List any conditions that may limit the project team’s options with respect to resources, personnel, or schedule
(e.g. predetermined budget or project end date).
What boundaries or parameters will the project have to function within?

Project Approval Requirements
What items need to be approved for the project, and who will have sign-off? What designates success?

5. Communication Strategy
Specify how the project manager will communicate to the Executive Sponsor, Project Team members and
Stakeholders, e.g., frequency of status reports, frequency of Project Team meetings, etc. Note that this is not a
communications strategy for public or media communications.

6. Sign-off
I have reviewed the information contained in the Project Charter and agree to the baseline commitments specified in it.

Name

Signature

Date
(MM/DD
/YY)

Executive Sponsor
Project Manager

Appendix A: References & Accompanying Documents
If references have been made in this document to other external documents, these documents should be listed
here.
Document Name and Version
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1. Project Governance

1

1

Applies throughout
Project lifecycle
Project governance is about:
 Management and control of projects;
 Reporting on projects; and
 The supervision of projects for the benefit of the stakeholders.
Project governance operates on a continuum from concept inception, through the various decision points
and milestones, to operation and benefit delivery. The optimal shape of the governance, management
and monitoring structure will change along this continuum as well as between projects. However, it must
always be characterized by clarity around roles, responsibilities, accountabilities and controls, in particular
decision making processes, and involve appropriately skilled participants at all levels.
Project governance decisions should reflect the strategic reasons for the original decisions to approve,
fund and resource projects. Project governance bodies and structures must recognize and manage risk in
a way that is most likely to achieve the project’s desired outcomes, but which mitigates the impact of
project failure where necessary.
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A key objective of governance is to make decisions efficiently, effectively and transparently. When project
governance is not clear, it can result in:
 Failure to communicate fully and appropriately on a timely basis;
 Failure to specify or accept decision making authority and responsibilities;
 Indecision, lack of project direction and control;
 Confusion between the project and organizational decision-making structures;
 non-alignment of key stakeholders;
 Over emphasis on reporting that reduces meetings to status updates rather than interactive
decision making;
 Confusing contract management and decision making;
 Failure to sustain governance processes and practices through to delivery of benefits to the
organization; and
 Imbalance in the focus on immediate project issues at the expensive of future operational factors
(for example value engineering decisions removing sustainability measures which reduce project
costs but increase future operational costs).
At times, organizations and committees can be overly risk-averse, insisting on consensus in decision
making, which can result in delays compromise outcomes through unnecessary input from peripheral
interests, distract from the best value result by reducing the impact of the essential facts, and confuse
accountability for the decision.
Important factors to consider when establishing a project governance framework
Who is accountable?
A single point of accountability ensures clarity of decision making and empowers the accountable person
within the organization. It is important that outcomes defined and delivered by the investment match the
service outcomes required by the organizational owner of those services. Consistency of accountability
throughout the project’s life ensures decision-making consistency – the focus of the project, its objectives
and the benefits it seeks remain consistent throughout its life, or at least are not changed without due
process.
The project governance framework is a document prepared for each project outlining who has
responsibility and authority to make decisions which ensures there is clearly defined accountability for all
aspects of the project. It is the link between, and support for, the governance decisions made by Cabinet
and the work of the project team to deliver the project and its outcomes. The public expect government
delivery processes to be transparent and defensible. A sound project governance framework provides for
a shared understanding of governance roles and the investment parameters, scope and deliverables.
Effective accountability requires everyone associated with the project to know:
a. What they are responsible for;
b. The limits of their authority and tolerance levels;
c. When tasks have to be achieved; and
d. Communication, reporting and monitoring lines.
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Organizational vs. project governance
Ministers and their ministries have accountability for delivering against the resources allocated to them.
This will include developing strategies and plans to meet future service needs and drivers which provide
the context for the government’s consideration of resource investments opportunities. The organizational
governance needs to monitor and challenge the effective application of the resources allocated.
Project governance structures are established because organization structures generally do not provide
the necessary framework to deliver a project. Projects require flexibility, high levels of sustained focus
and timely decision making, which the hierarchical nature of organizational governance does not
necessarily enable. Project governance structures draw the key decision makers out of the organization
structure in a focused context. Project governance is a subset of organizational governance which
ultimately is subject to overall government oversight and accountability. Following project completion
accountability for investment outcomes transitions to organizational governance.
Key Roles and Responsibilities
A specific project governance framework should be included in the project’s full business case and in the
project management plan. For complex projects, a separate project governance document may be
required which, for example, may incorporate memoranda of understanding or funding agreements
between key stakeholders.
As a minimum, projects must have:
 A project sponsor who is responsible and accountable for the project and who secures its outputs
and outcomes (the sponsor is the link between project and organizational governance);
 A project manager who will manage the project on a day-to-day basis, report to the project
sponsor and deliver the outputs on behalf of the project sponsor;
 An operations manager who will manage the project outputs after project closure, including the
change management processes for effective implementation, and who is responsible for the
realization of agreed outcomes (benefits); and
 A steering committee that provides strategic direction and monitors the project.
Figure 1-1 below provides a representation of some key components of a project governance and
management structure. A fundamental requirement is that the relevant people must have:
 Clearly defined roles, responsibilities and accountabilities;
 An appropriate mix of skills, experience and training; and
 Enough time, resources and support from their agency to fulfil their responsibilities.
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Ministry

Project Sponsor

Project Steering Committee
Project Sponsor (Chair)
Operations Manager
Optional:
Independent Experts
Central Agency Representatives

Project Assurance

Project Manager

Stakeholder Advisory
Group

Project Team

Working Groups
Supporting team that
may change between
design, procurement and
execution phases

Figure 1-1 Basic Project Governance Structure

Project sponsor
The project sponsor usually chairs the project steering committee and is the link between the
organization’s senior executive body and the project. In addition to being an experienced organizational
executive, well versed in the details of organizational stakeholder and client requirements and
relationships, the sponsor needs to have sound project management capability.
Within an organization there are usually a number of individuals with sufficient seniority and experience
to fulfill the role of project sponsor, but it is important to choose the right person. Investments involve
undertaking projects to provide assets for the delivery of services. The primary reason for investing in a
project is to achieve a service outcome. Therefore, the service outcome should always be the focus of the
project from an investment perspective and the person accountable for the success of the project should
be that person best positioned to maintain a service outcome focus for the investment. Figure 1-2 below
illustrates the key roles of the project sponsor.
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Project Leadership
Provides leadership on culture and values
Owns the business case
Works with steering committee to keep
project aligned with the organizational
strategy
Governs project risk

Project Sponsor
Project Management
For the Project Manager, the Project Sponsor:
 Provides timely decisions
 Clarifies business priorities
 Communicates business issues
 Provides resources and support

Stakeholder Management
For stakeholders, the Project Sponsor:
 Engages Stakeholders Manages client
relationships
 Manages governance of operators
 Arbitrates between stakeholders

Figure 1-2 Role of Project Sponsor
The responsibilities of the project sponsor include:
 Ultimate accountability and responsibility for a project;
 Chairing the project steering committee;
 Ownership of the project business case and in particular its approved expenditure and claimed
benefits;
 Providing effective oversight and guidance on the ongoing identification of risks and associated
treatment options and ongoing risk management activities;
 Overseeing business management and project management risk and issues that arise outside the
formal business of the steering committee (the sponsor also lends support, providing advocacy
at senior levels and ensures necessary resources, both financial and human, are available to the
project);
 Identifying and appointing the project manager or director and key project personnel, providing
advice and support and where necessary remedying project team performance issues on a timely
basis; and
 Providing guidance on the identification and engagement of stakeholders.
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Project steering committee
Successful delivery of project outcomes requires that steering committee members understand the
business context being addressed by the investment, including the operational and associated whole-oflife impact factors. Their focus needs to extend beyond the project to embrace the broader context of the
project. They must ensure key stakeholders are informed and committed as the project progresses. The
committee also needs to proactively monitor, mentor, challenge and support the project manager and
team on the project’s progress: asking the right questions, offering alternatives and making timely
decisions.
It is preferable that wherever possible, decisions are reached through consensus of the project steering
committee. The chair should seek to achieve this end. However, the ultimate decision maker is the project
sponsor, the individual who is accountable for the successful delivery of the project and the achievement
of value to the organization.
The project sponsor, as chair, is accountable for the decisions of a steering committee. The steering
committee is responsible for:
 Delivering the agreed business outcomes and expected benefits;
 Optimizing the cost-value equation;
 Timely delivery in accordance with the agreed project schedule;
 Ensuring an appropriate risk management plan is in place and in use;
 Monitoring project performance and taking action to address project risks to ensure successful
project delivery; and
 In the event that the outcomes are not achievable at an appropriate cost, acting to optimise the
outcome or to recommend stopping the project, where appropriate.
The right people must be involved for project steering committees to work effectively and the size of the
committee membership needs to be fit for purpose. Individuals with the necessary leadership and
management skills, knowledge and attributes should be selected for project steering committee
membership. The project steering committee should take a balanced view of stakeholder requirements,
the availability of resources and the need to meet project objectives. Representatives of important
stakeholder groups could also be considered for inclusion on the steering committee where they have a
significant interest or control a relevant resource.
A large project steering committee can be a sign that too many stakeholders have been included and the
meetings become used as a mechanism for information gathering and stakeholder management. If the
steering committee meetings are routinely used by attendees simply to update themselves on the
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project’s progress they risk being distracted from their fundamental role of effective investment decision
making.1
The project steering committee operates within predefined terms of reference specific to the governance
needs of a project. These specify membership obligations, regularity of meetings, operational details (e.g.
management of conflict of interest), decision-making powers, dealing with issues out of session and the
escalation of issues to a higher corporate committee, the Minister or the government if required.
The project steering committee is responsible for high level resourcing decisions that are essential to the
delivery of project outputs and the attainment of investment outcomes. It is also responsible for ensuring
appropriate management of project components outlined in the project management plan. In particular,
the project steering committee is responsible for risk and issue management.
Governments consider the public interest in all investment evaluation decisions and subsequent project
procurement decisions. Once a project is approved for delivery the project steering committee needs to
assess and maintain oversight of public interest matters. Considering public interest matters such as
access, accountability and consumer rights is an important part of the planning and project development.
Ongoing monitoring of public interest matters during procurement and implementation will be useful in
ensuring that the project continues to be in the public interest.
Operations manager
An operations (or asset) manager must be identified for all projects, no matter what the size or complexity.
There may be one or more operations managers at a number of managerial levels, depending on the size
of the project.
An operations manager is a core member of the project steering committee. The operations manager's
responsibilities are:
 Contributing resources to the project to ensure outputs are developed satisfactorily and
sustainably to meet business and operational needs (this involvement is ongoing from the
conceptual phase through to accepting and/or testing the output products);
 Ensuring the project is planned with the end in mind (to meet the desired outcomes);
 Ensuring each output is specified and delivered fit-for-purpose;
 Managing project outputs for their operational use;
 Securing resources for the ongoing maintenance of the asset;
 Being accountable to the project sponsor for the measuring and reporting project outcomes; and
 Being responsible for the realisation of benefits from the investment.

1

Garland R, (December 2011) Capital Investment Governance – the integrated governance of projects, programs and
portfolios. White paper commissioned by the UK Cabinet Office. http://www.best-managementpractice.com/gempdf/Capital_Investment_Governance_White_Paper_Dec11.pdf. © TSO 2011
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Project manager
The project manager is responsible for structuring project delivery in an appropriate manner. This person
is the key manager of the day-to-day aspects of the project, as well as developing and updating the project
management plan, also, to resolve planning and implementation issues, manage progress and the budget.
The project manager is the key person around whom a project will ultimately revolve. The project
manager will attend, report to, seek guidance and take direction from the project steering committee.
The project manager needs to have appropriate experience and, preferably, accreditation or formal
qualifications in project management.
Responsibilities of the project manager include:
 Accountability to the project steering committee for delivery of the project; reporting, to the
project steering committee at regular intervals;
 Ensuring the project is managed in accordance with agreed processes and tolerances;
 Dealing with the construction/contractors to ensure project progression;
 Maintaining the project risk register and the integration of risk treatments and control activities
into project plans and activities;
 Approving minor variations to budget, schedule or scope, within agreed tolerances;
 Managing and monitoring the project activity through detailed plans and schedules and
preparation of reports;
 Managing day to day stakeholder relationships and issues;
 Managing project sponsor and stakeholder expectations through the formal specification and
agreement of goals, objectives, scope, outputs, resources required, budget, schedule, project
structure, roles and responsibilities and communication to them on progress; and
 Inspecting project progress and element completion for quality assurance.
Project team
The quality of project resources is one of the most important factors in the success of the project.
Therefore, an appropriate team structure with clear lines of accountability should be in place and quality
resources applied. The investment in quality project resources will add significant value to the project,
beyond the cost, through more sophisticated and efficient project implementation.
A project team is led by the project manager, and works for the successful delivery of project outputs as
outlined in an investment business case and/or project management plan. It is desirable that a project
team includes representatives from the business unit(s) affected by the project. The specialist expertise
required for the project may include financial, technical, operational, communication, environmental, risk,
procurement, contractual and legal skills. The mix of skills and experience will vary by project type.
The composition of the team may change as the project moves through its lifecycle. The assessment and
selection of people with the requisite skills for each phase of a project is critical to overall success. The
skills should be explicitly identified in the project planning process. The project team is responsible for
completing tasks and activities required for delivering project outputs. They may be called on to support
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the project steering committee by providing reports or information at the discretion of the project
manager.
Stakeholder advisory groups
These groups provide forums for identified stakeholders to have input into a project. The group may
already exist, have an indefinite life span or may continue for the life of the project. Stakeholders may be
internal to the agency or external people and organizations. Therefore, the stakeholder advisory groups
should be differentiated between users of the project outcome that will have substantial input on user
requirements and other internal and external stakeholder groups that need to be informed or have a
different level of input into the project. Stakeholder consultation is a key component of communication
and consultation in the risk management standard.
Stakeholder advisory groups can provide an important mechanism for stakeholder management and
should be established and managed in a way that creates effective engagement. This may require that
the meetings are chaired by the project sponsor.
The purpose of this group is to provide advice on stakeholder requirements/issues. This group may be
engaged or tasked by either the project steering committee or the project manager during the life of the
project. The composition of the stakeholder community for the project and stakeholder management
requirements are likely to change as the project moves through its lifecycle: stakeholder reviews will need
to be factored into the project’s schedule and delivery plan. Stakeholders may be invited to participate
but often they will not report to the organization and cannot be forced to participate. The Stakeholder
advisory group may occasionally be represented on, or called to support, the steering committee.
Reference groups
Reference groups consist of people with the requisite skills to address particular project issues. One such
group might be a general reference group as advised by the owner or may consist of a collection of people
who are Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to address a particular set of issues. They include:
 Information technology specialists who define and manage the technological aspects of the
project;
 Representatives employed by stakeholders to ensure their interests are represented and
managed;
 Legal advisers who assist in the development and review of the contractual documentation; or
 Auditors who ensure compliance with internal and external requirements.
The reference group is specifically tasked by the project steering committee or the project
director/manager. Their responsibilities may include:
 Providing specialist input; for example, the appropriate detail for a strategic design, engineering,
operational design or procurement advice;
 Quality assurance during the project implementation; and
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Assurance of the general direction of the project so it meets operational and business objectives
during the implementation.

Working group(s)
Working groups consist of small specialist groups dedicated to producing a well-defined output within a
specific timeframe. A working group has no life beyond the delivery of that output. Working groups
generally involve one or more members of a project team to support a defined activity and may report to
the project steering committee or project manager as required.
Project Governance Processes
Project status reporting
The project steering committee should be informed of project progress regularly to enable appropriate
and timely decisions based on project needs and status. The project should have an agreed system of
project reporting. Effective project governance relies on timely and accurate monitoring and reporting of
project progress and performance.
The audience, content and frequency of reporting will depend on the needs of the project, issues arising
and project cycle phase. The project manager should agree the reporting arrangements with the project
sponsor/ project steering committee. The project manager should then establish this reporting as part of
the management activities for the project. Figure 1-3 below sets out the nature and scaling of reporting
that may be required for projects.
Suggested Project Reporting Structure
Project
Aspect
Frequency
Project
Details

Budget

Schedule/
Milestones

Report to Project Team
Leaders

Report to Steering
Committee

Report to Ministry

Biweekly

Every two months

Quarterly

Description of current and
forthcoming project activities.
Identify project critical events
Individual project team
expenditure, emerging
pressures and strategies,
including access to risk and
contingency funds. Specific
details and reasons for
variations for approval or
escalation.
Progress against schedule and
team milestones. Analysis of
slippage that could impact

Description of key aspects
of current stage and next
steps

Brief description of
current stage and
critical issues

Project budget and
financial status, including
access to risk and
contingency funds.
Specific reasons for
variations for approval or
escalation.

Tracking against
budget including
explanation of
variance. Forecast
overall costs.
Variations.

Progress against schedule
and key milestones. Key
areas of slippage that

Tracking against
project schedule and
major milestones,
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other areas and appropriate
strategies to manage.
Planning for next stage.
Risks

Scope

could impact progress.
Proposed
actions/strategies.
Latest risk report including
Identify and analyze changes
risk status changes.
to risks/issues and proposed
Review proposed
strategies
strategies
Issues arising which may
Issues arising which may
impact project scope.
impact project scope. Analysis
Analysis of scope
of scope variations for
variations for approval or
approval or escalation.
escalation.
Figure 1-3 Suggested Project Reporting Structure

including explanation
of variance and
impacts.
Details of key emerging
risks/issues and
proposed strategies.
Scope variations
outlining impacts for
approval.

The project manager will attend project steering committee meetings and present the project status
report and answer concerns, receive feedback, gain clarification where required and take appropriate
action. Project managers should also ensure there is a direct correlation between reporting systems
adopted by the project team and the enterprise reporting system. This will ensure that data sets used for
reporting at all levels are consistent and accurate.
Reporting to Government
In addition to reporting to the project steering committee, reporting and accountability to the
government is required. Project sponsors should ensure that:
 Client portfolio Ministers are appropriately briefed on the status of projects; and
 Government receives timely advice on project status. This includes communicating bad news as
well as good fully and transparently on a timely basis.
 Reports should include the following:
 Analysis of performance of projects against time and budget;
 Major risks to meeting deadlines, quality or budget and treatment strategies proposed and
implemented by the relevant agency to address those risks;
 Follow up on remedial action plan implementation.
The report should include summary information on individual projects using a traffic light risk rating
system (green for “good”, yellow for “at risk”, red for “issue has materialized”) with further information
on projects with significant delivery and/or budget risk. In addition, the report will include information on
project trends and any systemic issues emerging from the delivery of the overall capital program, and any
recommended actions arising.
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Project Governance – Tools and Templates
Checklist for setting up a project governance framework

Determine the nature of the project and its context

Yes

No

Is the project complex or high value/high risk, if so has this been addressed
in the governance structure?
(Non-routine projects that involve greater risk are likely to require more
support elements in the governance framework e.g. more expert support
groups and project team experts, more regular governance checks etc..)
Has the governance framework compensated for any deficiencies the
organization may have in terms of experience of this type of project?
Is the project sponsor sufficiently experienced to manage an investment of
this level of complexity and size?
The project sponsor needs to have authority to make decisions and
sufficient support through the project director and steering committee
members to balance the project sponsor’s level of experience.
Does the governance structure adequately address the need for key
stakeholder engagement and buy-in to decisions?
(Projects can be complicated by the involvement of multiple agencies
and/or stakeholders. Judgement needs to be exercised as to the nature
and level of involvement of these parties in the governance structure.)
If the project involves multiple agencies have the lead and supporting
roles, accountabilities and controls been determined and accepted by all
agencies?
Does the organization have an open culture focused on achieving
excellence through meaningful ownership and accountability structures?
Has the project sponsor approved the roles and responsibilities section in
the Terms of Reference and nominated the chair (usually the project
sponsor)?
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If the project has a close relationship with other projects that require joint
consideration of critical dependencies or linkages has this been addressed
in the governance arrangements?
For example, projects may be part of a program or a stage in a larger
investment with consequent dependencies, governance arrangements
need to ensure shared understanding of critical issues.
Is the governance structure clear in terms of roles and responsibilities and
communication/reporting lines?
Within the governance and management arrangements clarity around
roles and responsibilities is vital to accountability.
Is the governance structure fit for purpose in terms of scale and support
roles and future transitioning as the investment progresses?
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Checklist for setting up a Project Steering Committee

Determine the roles and responsibilities, the timing and the membership

Yes

No

Yes

No

Has the project drafted terms of reference (ToR)?
(Roles and responsibilities including the chair’s role, acting chair
arrangements, timing and frequency of meetings, process and timing for
agenda items, minutes, meeting papers and reports, proxy and quorum
arrangements, decision-making process.)
Is the ToR appropriate for the steering committee given the project
complexity?
(e.g. for some projects, the project sponsor may constitute the steering
committee. For complex projects, the steering committee roles and
responsibilities will need to consider whether other advisory and support
committees for the project are appropriate.)
Has the project sponsor nominated the steering committee members, and
is the composition of the committee right for the project?
Have you considered the need to include a review process (to determine
steering committee effectiveness) and a process for dispute resolution in
the ToR?
Given the project complexity, have you considered how often the
committee will meet?
(e.g. monthly, or after key milestones including the end of phases?)
Has the project sponsor approved the roles and responsibilities section in
the ToR and nominated the chair (usually the project sponsor)?
Is it clear from the roles and responsibilities and other project governance
documents what the steering committee decides or approves, and what
the project manager can decide – with or without consultation with the
project sponsor?
Has the appropriate person invited the members to join the committee?
The first meeting
Have members agreed to and signed off the ToR? Are they all clear on their
roles and responsibilities, particularly when it comes to their delegation
powers and approving project tolerances?
Project Governance
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Are the format and content of the agenda, minutes, steering committee
pack and standard reports of a high quality?
Does the reporting provide the committee members with clear information
so they can see if the project is on track to meet stakeholders’
requirements? Are there any risks or issues that threaten the baseline
scope, budget, schedule or quality?
Is the information in the steering committee pack provided in a timely way
and to the point, or is there too much information?
Are you only including material that needs approval or helps with decisionmaking (e.g. project baselines, traffic light reports on progress, risk register
(main risks), Issues likely to impact scope, project or benefits plan updates,
project or phase reviews)?
Is the steering committee clear on the decisions they are being asked to
make?
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Outline of an agenda for a steering committee meeting
A project steering committee meeting typically has the following agenda:
 Introductions;
 Minutes from last meeting;
 Matters arising from minutes;
 Project management plan issues – amendments, revisions or any related issues arising;
 Project update – including successes, progress reports, performance against cost/time, major risks
to the project/outcomes and consultants' reports;
 Risk register update and lead indicators or coincident issues that may lead to risk materialisation;
 Important issues/actions at the time of the meeting – such as a budget committee submission,
proposed tendering arrangements, sign-off of functional requirements, probity matters and
related projects;
 Review of actions – arising from previous project steering committee meetings – it is essential to
keep a formal list of these actions and their owners to track them effectively;
 Plans for the period leading up to the next meeting; and
 Issues for the next meeting.
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2. Risk Management

1

Conduct Initial
Risk Assessment

Monitor and Control Risks

Managing project risks can often determine the success (or failure) of any given project. Risk can be
defined as an event, occurrence or situation that may arise throughout the life of a project that will have
a negative impact. Risk management can be defined as process of identifying potential risks, analyzing
these potential risks and addressing the risks throughout the life of the project.
Where to begin?
An initial risk assessment should be undertaken soon after project approval. A large chunk of risks will
often be directly related to the construction phase of the project but there should also be notice to
preconstruction risk through procurement and possibly design stages.
Risk Register
The risk register is where all information pertaining to each individual risk is kept. The risk register is a
tool that is referenced early and should be referenced often throughout the entire duration of the project.
As well, the risk register should also be updated on a regular basis throughout the life of the project as
risk never takes a break. The risk register headings may include the following information:
 Risk numerical identification
 Date risk first noted
 Description of the risk at a high level
Risk Management
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Potential risk indicators
Impacts of the risk
Potential mitigation strategies
Updated status.

A risk register can be complex or simple, depending on the project. When managing a project, the key
aspect is that risks must be recognized, documented and tracked. Typically, the risk register is managed
and updated by the project team. It is important that reporting to the steering committee and other
stakeholders include the status of risks and more detail about risks that may materialize. A sample risk
register is provided at the end of the Chapter.
Qualitative Risk Analysis
A tool that can be used to assess risk is a qualitative risk analysis. This exercise can be undertaken with
the goal of demonstrating the probability of the risk event occurring and the impact of the risk should it
occur. Figure 2-1 provides an example of a probability/impact matrix:
10
9
8

Probability

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Impact
Figure 2-1 Sample probability/impact matrix
Qualitative risk analysis is a very subjective view and breakdown of each risk. Often organizations will try
to standardize a scoring system and create an understanding on how the ratings should be undertaken.
For larger one-off projects it is key to have a number of stakeholders and the right stakeholders involved
in developing the final matrix. As the impact and probability values rise, the more attention will be
required for that risk by the project team.
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Some examples of potential risks on a capital project include:
 Land acquisition
 Site servicing – if the site requires utilities before construction can begin, and these must be
delivered by the utility companies, is there a schedule or cost risk if these are not completed in a
timely way?
 Are there geotechnical aspects of the project that are unknown?
 If the project involves renovating an existing structure, what risks might be associated with that?
 Are there certain aspects of the project that must be completed in particular seasons, or are
dependent on weather conditions? What are the implications of this, and what mitigation
strategies might need to be built into the project schedule/budget?
 Is the project team sufficiently resourced? Is the right expertise available?
 At times, decisions might need to be made in order for work to proceed. What are the risks
associated with a lack of proper decision-making protocols or delays in decision-making?
 What if the needs of the end-user change part way through the project? How will this be
managed?
 An item was missed in the specifications – what might the potential impact be and how will this
be managed?
 There is turnover in key project personnel – what strategies can be put in place to manage this?
 There are several stakeholders with conflicting views – how will this be managed to ensure that
their views are heard but do not paralyze the process?
 Does the project trigger Duty to Consult?
 Does the site require an Environmental Assessment before proceeding?

Quantitative Risk Analysis
For larger projects a quantitative risk analysis should be undertaken. A quantitative risk analysis takes the
impact and probability characteristics associated with an event and converts these into numerical terms.
These values can then often be used to develop schedule contingency or cost contingency.
There can often be confusion between quantitative and qualitative risk analysis. Even though numbers
are used in qualitative risk analysis, overall the findings are based on subjective views. On the hand,
quantitative risk analysis puts an actual value based on the probability/impact findings, usually in the form
of cost.
Figure 2-2 provides an example of quantitative risk analysis based on the probability of the event occurring
and the anticipated impact of that event. The monetary value will be used for budgeting purposes or
possibly the summation of the entire may be used as a contingency.
Monetary
Work Package Probability
Impact
Value
X
5%
$20,000
$1,000
Y
20%
$60,000
$12,000
Z
10%
$18,000
$1,800
Figure 2-2 Sample Quantitative Risk Analysis
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Determining quantitative probability and impact can be done in a number of fashions with some analysis
being quite complex and requiring specialized IT tools to obtain the values. Should your project require a
more in-depth approach to quantitative risk analysis, the following list provides some suggested
approached. The specifics of these are beyond the scope of this Guide, but these can provide a good
starting point:
 Monetary value analysis, which allows the project team to calculate the weighted average
(expected) value of an event that includes uncertain outcomes (see Figure 2-1);
 Monte Carlo analysis, which is used primarily for project schedule and cost risk analysis in
strategic decisions. This type of analysis allows all specified risks to vary simultaneously by
calculating quantitative estimates of overall project risk; reflects the reality that several risks may
occur together on the project;
 The review of risk databases of previous projects, such as those that arise from post-project
reviews or lessons learned exercises or historical information within an organization or
industry can reveal information relevant for a current project. This technique leverages
previous experience, and prevents the occurrence of the same mistakes or missing the same
opportunities again. This can be used in conjunction with interviewing and expert
judgement; and
 Decision Trees, whereby the solution of the decision tree helps select the decision that provides
the highest value or expected utility to the organization.
Risk Plan
With a risk register in place as well as an understanding of the potential severity of each risk, a response
plan is now required. There are many strategies that can be developed to manage project risks, and these
strategies can take place at the different phases of the project. The ultimate goal is to reduce or eliminate
the threats of the recognized risk or even take advantage of any opportunities.
Some potential responses to risks might include:
 For an identified geotechnical risk, the project team may elect to perform additional testing prior
to tendering.
 For site servicing, the project team could emphasize early identification of requirements and delay
tendering until the work is complete.
 To manage decision-making risks, the project manager may want to spend additional time
working with the project sponsor and steering committee to understand the importance of timely
decision-making.
 To manage resourcing risk, the project manager may want to conduct a skills analysis on the
project team, and request external resources or additional training where deficiencies are
identified.
Managing risk is crucial to successful project management. It is worth investing time and resources in
developing and appropriate risk management strategy, as it will allow the project team to stay ahead of
problems and have direction on how to proceed when they do arise.
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Risk Management - Template

Project Risk Register
Project:

DATE
LOGGED

RISK EVENT
(What may go wrong?)

POTENTIAL CAUSE
(What may cause the
risk event to take
place?)

Risk factor as estimated

DESCRIBE THE IMPACT OF
RISK EVENT IN DETAIL

Risk Management

PROBABILITY

IMPACT

Risk Response
RISK FACTOR

S.No.

RISK DETAILS

RESPONSE
(Describe Risk Response in RESPONSIBILITY
detail)

ACTION
DUE
DATE
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3. Scope Management

Project scope is the part of project planning that involves determining and documenting a list of
specific project goals, deliverables, features, functions, tasks, deadlines, and ultimately costs. In
other words, it is what needs to be achieved and the work that must be done to deliver a project.
Project Scope involves getting information required to start a project, and the features the
product would have that would meet its stakeholders’ requirements. In short, Project scope is
the sum of the products, services, and results to be provided by a project.
Objectives
The purpose of scope management is to ensure the project includes all the work required to
complete the project successfully. In scope management, the emphasis is on identifying and
controlling what is or is not included in the project.
The objective of this scope management process is to provide a methodology for:
 Describing the process and tools used to define the project scope;
 Developing a project scope statement;
 Defining and developing the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS);
 Describing the scope verification activities; and
 Describing how the project scope will be controlled.
Scope is defined and then refined during an iterative process that begins in the Initiating stage
and continues through the Executing and Monitoring and Controlling stages. The process is
Scope Management
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conducted in consultation with subject matter experts (SMEs) and stakeholders, becoming
increasingly detailed as the project progresses. The fully defined project scope will contain the
following:
 Project goals, business outcomes and objectives;
 Product scope description;
 Project boundaries;
 Project assumptions;
 Excluded activities;
 Project constraints; and
 Deliverables and associated acceptance criteria.
Scope Management Process
Project scope management refers to the set of processes that ensure a project’s scope is
accurately defined and mapped. Scope management involves controlling what is and what is not
part of the project’s scope.
The project scope management plan describes how the project scope will be defined, developed
and verified and how the WBS will be created and defined. The scope management plan provides
guidance on how the project’s scope will be managed and controlled by the project’s project
management team. Some associated documents that are linked to the Scope Management Plan
and the work activities in the project Schedule are to be updated throughout the project lifecycle
as the project evolves. Updates reflect the scope refinement process or changes approved in
accordance with the project’s change management process.
Scope Statement
The scope of a project is the clear identification of the work that is required to successfully
complete or deliver a project. One of the project manager’s responsibilities is to ensure that only
the required work (the scope) will be performed and that each of the deliverables can be
completed in the allotted time and within budget.
The documentation of the scope of the project will explain the boundaries of the project,
establish the responsibilities of each member of the team, and set up procedures for how work
that is completed will be verified and approved. This documentation may be referred to as the
scope statement, the statement of work, or the terms of reference.
The resources and work that goes into the creation of a product or service is essentially what
defines the scope of the project. The scope generally outlines the goals that will be met in order
to achieve a satisfactory result.
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To define the scope of the project, identify the following:
 Project objectives
 Goals
 Sub-phases
 Tasks
 Resources
 Budget
 Schedule
Once these parameters are established, the limitations of the project need to be clarified and
the aspects that are not to be included in the project identified. By doing this, the project scope
will make clear to stakeholders, senior management, and team members what will and will not
be included in the final product or service.
A template scope statement can be found at the end of this Chapter.
Work Breakdown Structure
The WBS is an important element of the scope management process. The WBS provides the
project manager and the team with the opportunity to break down a high level scope statement
into smaller, better manageable units of work, called work packages. The resulting WBS should
provide a complete list of all work packages required to complete the project.
A template WBS can be found in at the end of this Chapter.
Scope Validation and Acceptance
Scope validation process focuses mainly on customer acceptance. It is when the project owner
formally accepts all the project deliverables. This process occurs at the end of each phase. During
the process, the customer gives their feedback on the work that was performed.
Control Scope
Controlling scope involves monitoring the status of the project and managing changes to the
scope. This process involves assessing additional requirements and proactively managing the
project scope. Managers measure the work product against the scope baseline to ensure that
the project stays on track, helping to prevent any unnecessary changes.
Scope Change
Scope change is any modification to the agreed and approved project scope, budget, quality or
schedule as defined in the Project Plan. The following are examples of project change:
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Time: acceleration or delays in schedules, changes in project completion or project
commissioning dates, changes in project milestones, or sequencing of project activities;
Quality: changes in expectations of project quality or deliverables, project commissioning,
performance and suitability, changes in project material, quality and performance, or project
approval requirements;
Project Budget: changes in project cost will affect the project budget or financing either upward
or downward, changes in financing cash flows, or any financial element that would have a direct
impact on the project or program;
Project Scope: changes in the definition of the project objective including changes to deliverables,
enhancements, oversight, additional work/deletions, extensions, and unforeseeable conditions
or circumstances.
Any change to these project variables must be undertaken with the involvement and agreement
of key stakeholders to bring expected future project performance into line with the Project Plan.
These changes may be initiated internally through by the project team, externally by the public,
by other levels of government or regulatory agencies, or as technical changes or changes to
stakeholder requirements.
Project change is not a contingency item nor should it be dealt with as a contingency.
Standard project change process: when a need for a project change has been identified
(including scope, time, quality and cost), the following approval process should be undertaken:
Process Step
1. Log Change
Request
2. Submit
Change
Request

Intent
Project Manager logs the request in the Project Change Control Log (see template)
and assigns a project change number to the request.
Project Manager puts the request into writing in a Project Change Request Form
(see template).
The information in this section should include:
 Source of change (who, how, why)
 Summary of proposed change
 Rationale for change
 Priority of deadline for authorization of change
 Project change number (sequential numbering to track overall changes)
 Project sponsor signature to proceed with evaluation of the change request

A Project Change Control Log template and a Project Change Control Log Request Form template can be
found in at the end of this Chapter.
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Scope Management - Templates
Sample Scope Statement
1. Version History
The table below is a brief summary of the most recent revisions to this document. Details of all revisions
are held on file by the issuing department. Use letters for drafts, numerals for approved.
Version No
a
1.0

Date
dd-mmm-yyyy
dd-mmm-yyyy

Author

Scope / Remarks
First draft of document.
Approved – signed and stored online.

Approvals
Name

Division/
Department

Position

Signature

Date

Comments

Distribution
Name

Position

2.
Project Overview:
Describe the project based on the executive summary of the Project Charter and Statement of Work
documentations. The overview needs to include the “what, where, when, why and who” dimensions of a
unique project at a high level without entering into specific details.
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3.

Project Objectives:

Business Objectives:
The business objectives are the business needs and opportunities that drove the project initiation. Detail
the following points covering that section:
1- Why was the project is initiated, and what drove the business need?
2- How important is that need or opportunity for stakeholders who initiated it?
3- What are the surrounding circumstances that contributed to the project initiation?
4- What are the other options/alternatives to satisfy this business objective?
5- What are the effects of missing this opportunity or not meeting the business goals?
Business objectives help better understanding the project’s goal, ensure realistic tracking and support the
estimation efforts.

Solution Description:
Having previously identified the business driver in fair details, this section describes the solution that will
meet those objectives supported by the following points, leaving detailed deliverables for the next
section:
1- Describe the solution addressing the business goal
2- Describe the solution outcome including the previous objectives
3- Brief description, using numbers if applicable, about how the solution will be considered successful
meeting the objectives (20% cost reduction)
Deliverables:
In this section, list the project deliverables such as products, services or results. It is equally important to
specify what deliverables will be excluded from the project scope:

Category

Description

Project Management

<describe the item details>

Applications

<describe the item details>

Documentation

<describe the item details>

Hardware

<describe the item details>

...
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4.

Project Description:

Project Scope:
In this section, itemize all project deliverables in details that will be added, affected or changed upon
project completion such as business processes, application, integration points, technical components,
organizations, etc.
In Scope:
Category

Description

...
Excluded features, services, products, efforts and results also need to be detailed and described
in the out-of-scope section.
Out of Scope:
Category

Description

...
Functional Requirements:
Describe all of the important functional requirements needed to meet the project objectives.
Technical Requirements:
Describe what is technically required to execute the above functional requirements.
Acceptance Criteria:
The acceptance criteria are the metrics used to measure the success of the project deliverables.
The acceptance criteria should be clearly measurable without ambiguity under certain defined
conditions.
Deliverable

Acceptance Criteria

Project Management

PMI Compliant with all PMI-defined processes.
Project management plan to include the following
plans: Scope, Cost, Quality, Resources,
Communication and Risk Management Plans. Also,
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project documentations to include lessons learned,
templates, etc.
Documentation

<describe the item details>

…

Constraints:
Develop the project charter constraints here and include the latest known limitations or
restrictions that are within or outside the project’s boundaries. Common project constraints are
the number of resources, time, budget, scope, quality, schedule and risks. Constraints are
competing and need to be balanced.
Dependencies:
In certain projects, tasks might be dependent on other projects, deliverables or pending
information from third parties putting the project at risk. List all deliverables that are dependent
along with the external factors.
Assumptions:
With the support of the project charter document and currently available information, include all
the facts that were assumed to be true at the moment of writing this document. Based upon
these, the deliverables, scope, estimates, schedule and other details will be established.
Examples:
 Resources are available and agreed to be dedicated according to their assignments in
the staffing plan
 Working hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
 Permit will be obtained prior execution phase, etc.
Risks:
With the support of the project charter, current known assumptions and constraints, list the
known potential risks along with their mitigations, where applicable. The risks can be further
detailed in the risk management plan where applicable.
Critical Success Factors:
List the critical success factors that are part of the acceptance criteria and are critical for the
success or failure of the project. Those factors cannot be compromised, do not have usually
alternatives and must be met to guarantee the project success.
Project Approach:
This section should describe how the project will be approached. An example of required
approaches are:
1- Number of phases
2- Staffing plan (internal or external resources)
Scope Management
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3- Document management system used and where they will be maintained
4- Responsibilities toward certain areas
5. Project Controls: This part is about the communication management, issue management, change
management and risk management.
Communication management:
List here a brief description about the communication plan, explaining how frequently and what
the status report will include--as well as how it will be communicated with stakeholders. Also,
describe how urgent matters will be communicated or escalated.
Issue management:
List the tracking, control, resolution, prioritization procedures of raised issues during the project
lifecycle and how they will be communicated (status report).
Change management:
List the change control procedures of identified necessary change requests and how they will be
reflected on the project scope, schedule and budget. Also, mention where the change requests
will be logged and tracked.
Risk management:
List the procedure for logging risks along with their mitigation plans ensuring a proper control
and monitoring according to the risk management plan.
6.

Project Estimates:
Schedule Estimation:
Describe each project’s milestone and its target date of completion. The following milestones are
listed for illustration purposes:
Project Milestones

Target Completion Date

1.

Pre-Initiation milestone...

MM/DD/YYYY

2.

Initiation milestone...

MM/DD/YYYY

3.

Analysis milestone…

MM/DD/YYYY

4.

Design milestone…

MM/DD/YYYY

5.

Development milestone...

MM/DD/YYYY

6.

Execution milestone...

MM/DD/YYYY

7.

Closure milestone...

MM/DD/YYYY
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Estimated Resources:
The following resources are listed based on the available information from resource
assumptions, known scope, deliverables and project approach. The estimation is an ongoing
effort starting by order of magnitude before project initiation and ending with fine details as the
project progresses. Also, restate resource assumptions here.
Required Resources

Duration
(days)

Quantity

Project Manager
Subject Matter Experts
Operations Experts
Contract Management
Financial Analysts
...

Total

Estimated Project Cost:
This section groups previous estimation versus the cost. Include the up-to-date cost, current
variance with the original budget (starting from the project charter) as well as future forecasts.
Expense
Type

Original
Budget

Current
Budget

Spent
so far

Est. to
Complete

Current
Forecast

Variance

Labor
Internal
External
Technical
Experts
Contracts
Others
Total
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7.

Funding Requirements:
During the project lifecycle, the funding is required at certain checkpoints, milestones or phases.
It is important to list all funding requirements in the project scope statement against
deliverables. (Note: It is a best practice table includes a 5% management reserve for each project
phase.)

Project Phase

Funding Type

Initiation

Consultancy

Planning

Consultancy

Design

Consultancy

Build

Consultancy

Commissioning

Consultancy

Transition to
Operations

Consultancy

Project Closeout

Consultancy

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

Totals
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Sample Work Breakdown Structure
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Sample Change Request Form and Change Log

Project Name

Date

Project Number

Requestor

Project
Manager

Project Owner

Describe the Requested Change

Describe the Reason for the Request

Describe Alternative Options
Risk Identification/Analysis

Impact Analysis
Work Products to be Modified

Version Number

1.
2.
3.
Describe the impact of the suggested change to work that is already complete.

Scope Management
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The change log is a document that is used by the project team to log and track change requests throughout
the life of the project. Change management is one area of project management which will cause serious
problems if it is not carefully managed. Many projects involve highly influential people with varying
interests and often times there are many attempts to impart these interests on the project. These may
be changes in scope, deliverables, design, or other changes which can easily cause a project to fail without
a deliberate change management effort.
This document should be updated as new change requests are submitted or as existing change requests
are approved, rejected, or deferred. Most of the information on the change log will come directly from
the change request form that the project team uses. The change management process should be clearly
communicated to all stakeholders and if a change is requested it should be submitted on the change
request form. The project team will use the data from the change request form to populate the change
log.
As the change request follows the change request process and is reviewed and
approved/denied/deferred, the status will be updated in the change log.
The following table shows a common format used for a project change log:
Change Log
Project:

Date:

Change
No.

Change Type

Description of
Change

Requestor

Date
Submitted

Date
Approved

Status

Comments

Each
change
request is
assigned a
reference
number.

This may be a
design, scope,
schedule or
other type of
change.

The change
request should
be described in
detail.

Who
initiated the
change
request?

When was
the request
submitted?

When was
the request
approved?

Is the change
request open,
closed or
pending? Has
it been
approved,
denied or
deferred?

This section may
describe why the
change request was
rejected, deferred or
provide any other
useful information.
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Example with Sample Data:
Change Log
Project: Network Upgrade Project

Date: 04/01/20xx

Change
No.

Change Type

Description of
Change

Requestor

Date
Submitted

Date
Approved

Status

Comments

CR001

Design/ Scope

This change
request calls for
replacing existing
ABC network
routers with
NextGen 3000
routers.

J. Doe

03/25/xx

N/A

Denied

This request was
denied by the change
control board because
there is not adequate
funding available for
the purchase of new
routers and because
the request is outside
of the project's scope.

CR002

Schedule

This change
request calls for
delaying the
existing schedule
by one week to
ensure all
applications are
backed up which
was not
considered in the
original project
plan.

A. White

03/26/xx

4/10/xx

Approved

This request was
approved to ensure
the security and
continuity of all
applications. One
week will be added to
the project schedule
and the project
manager will
communicate the
impact of this change
to all stakeholders.

CR003

Design/ Scope

This change
request calls for
modifying
existing network
firewalls to add
intrusion
detection
systems to
enhance network
security.

B. Brown

03/27/xx

N/A

Deferred

This request was
deferred and is
pending a
determination of the
impact to the project's
costs, schedule and
scope.
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4. Schedule Management

Schedule management is the process of establishing the policies, procedures, and documentation for
planning, developing, managing, executing, and controlling the project schedule.
Schedule management requires thinking proactively regarding the following:
 Individuals involved in the scheduling process;
 The approach required to plan a schedule of the process;
 Use of organizational processes and procedures;
 The tools to be used for scheduling; and
 Methods to manage and control the project to the schedule baseline and account for and
manage change to the schedule.
Objectives
The purpose of schedule management is to ensure the project includes all the work required to complete
the project successfully. In scope management the emphasis is on identifying and controlling what is or is
not included in the project.
The objective of this Chapter is to provide an overview of:
 The processes and tools required for successful schedule management
 Further defining and developing the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS);
 Scope verification activities; and
 How the project schedule will be controlled.

Schedule Management
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Work Breakdown Structure
In the previous Chapter on Scope Management, the use of a WBS was discussed. The WBS is an important
element of the schedule management process; many project managers often skip this step, leading to
inaccurate plans. The WBS provides the project manager and the team with the opportunity to break
down a high level scope statement into smaller, better manageable units of work, called work packages.
The resulting WBS should provide a complete list of all work packages required to complete the project.
Using the Sample WBS Template provided in the previous Chapter, Figure 4-1 below provides an example
of the level of detail expected in a WBS:

Figure 4-1 Sample Work Packages in a WBS
Producing the Project Schedule
To develop the project schedule, the work packages developed in the WBS are broken down further into
activities to ensure that the work packages are delivered. Each activity in the work package must be small
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enough to be measurable. Once the activities are described, then the sequencing of these activities is
required. The time it takes to complete each activity is estimated, and scheduled, and then monitored
and managed. Involving the team responsible for the delivery early on in defining the activities helps
ensure that the estimates are more accurate.
As an example, take Work Package 2.3, Communication Plan, from the work packages listed in Figure 4-1
above. This needs to be broken down into discrete, measureable activities that, taken together, ensure
that the work package is complete, as seen in Figure 4-2:

Figure 4-2 Sample of activities in a work package
As the project proceeds further into planning, different activities should be added to the WBS as required,
to ensure that no steps have been overlooked. Once all the activities have been listed, they can be
sequenced, taking the following relationships between activities into account.
Finish-to-Start (FS): The successor can start only after an activity finishes. This is the most commonly used
relationship.
Start-to-Start (SS): The successor can start only after an activity starts.
Finish-to-Finish (FF): The successor can finish only after an activity finishes. For example, you must finish
the pilot before you finish gathering the complete feedback.
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Leads and Lags: A lead may be used to indicate that an activity can start before its predecessor activity is
completed. For example, editing of a book may start before the write-up is finished. A lag is inserted
waiting time between activities, such as needing to wait for completion of the application testing before
the final roll-out of the application.
In the example noted in Figure 4-2 above, the project team should assess what the relationships are
between the items. For example, it may be possible to complete the assessment of communication needs
of Facility Users, then develop the strategy and validate the strategy for them prior to even completing
the assessment of the communication needs of the Community Group Representatives. The key is that
the schedule accurately reflect the longest period of time required to complete all the activities. As seen
in Figure 4-3 below, the total time to complete all the activities will take 66 days:

Figure 4-3 Example of the development of a schedule for a work package
Sequencing activities can also result in the identification of new risks. For example, if certain funds must
be spent within the current fiscal year, and the project schedule shows activities that are being paid for
with those funds occurring after March 31, that risk will need to be managed.
After these processes have been completed for all the work packages, a project schedule can be produced.
Milestones
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The milestones are the interim deliverables of the project schedule. A summary of milestones can be tied
to the project charter. For controlling the project, a project manager can impose milestones during the
schedule development. This can help the project manager detect deviations from the planned activities.
In sequence activities process, these activities and milestones are sequenced in the order of work
performance.
Critical Path
Now that you have sequenced your project activities, you can determine the critical path. A project’s
critical path is the sequence of scheduled activities that determines the duration of the project. It is the
longest sequence of tasks in a project plan that must be completed on time in order for the project to
meet its deadline. If there is a delay in any task on the critical path, then your whole project will be
delayed. Although many projects have only one critical path, some projects may have multiple critical
paths.
Critical path analysis identifies the sequence of crucial and interdependent steps that comprise a work
plan from start to finish. It also identifies non-critical tasks. These may also be important, but if they hit
an unexpected snag they will not hold up any other tasks and thus jeopardize the execution of the entire
project.
The concept of a critical path recognizes that completion of some tasks in a project is dependent on the
completion of other tasks. Some activities cannot start until others are finished. Inevitably, that presents
the risk of bottlenecks. Using your sequenced activities, you can to calculate the longest path your planned
tasks will take to reach the end of the project, as well as the earliest and latest that each task can start
and finish without impacting the project schedule.
Therefore, you’re determining what tasks are critical and which can “float”, meaning they can be delayed
without negatively impacting the project by making it longer. Now you have the information you need to
plan the schedule more accurately and have more of a guarantee you’ll meet your project deadline.
Schedule Management Plan
The schedule management plan describes how the project’s schedule will be managed and controlled by
the project management team. The project manager must create a schedule management plan and
should include the methodology used to create the schedule. If project software is being used, it should
also be described. The project manager should identify the measurement guidelines, such as if the
measure of progress is in hours, days, months or quarters. The schedule management plan should also
include the duration of each activity and the efforts required to carry out those activities. This is required
to establish a project schedule baseline. The baseline is to be used to monitor and manage the project
schedule throughout the project. A sample schedule management plan is provided at the conclusion of
this Chapter.
Some associated documents that are linked to the schedule management plan, such as the WBS and the
work activities in the project schedule are to be updated throughout the project lifecycle as the project
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evolves. Updates reflect the scope refinement process or changes approved in accordance with the
project change management process.
Changes
When a project change is identified, the same process should be followed as described in Chapter 3. In
particular, any cascading effects on the schedule must be identified, as even a small change at a critical
juncture may have significant effects on successor activities.
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Schedule Management - Template
Sample Schedule Management Plan
The text in italics serves as guidance for entering information and should be deleted and replaced with
the actual project information.

Project Title:
Project Sponsor(s):
Project Manager:

Purpose of the Schedule Management Plan
The purpose of the Schedule Management Plan is to assist and guide the project manager and project
team in planning, developing and controlling the project schedule. The project manager should facilitate
the identification of activities necessary to produce deliverables and should be accountable for producing
the realistic and agreed-upon schedule. The project team should participate in the estimation of durations
of the project activities and estimation of necessary resources to complete the project activities. Also, this
plan should document how the schedule contingencies will be assessed. The iterative process of schedule
development should result in a final approved schedule baseline that can be changed only through the
formal process of integrated change control.
Schedule Development
Before the schedule baseline is developed, the list of project activities, estimates of their durations and
resource requirements should be known. Project scope should be defined and documented in the scope
statement. All risks identified by the project team should be carefully analyzed for their impact on the
project schedule.

Tasks involved in the schedule development: The tasks should be tailored to the project requirements.
Tasks
Creation of the Activity List

Schedule Management
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Describe how project activities will be defined and who will be
involved in this process. For longer projects, consider using rolling
wave planning where activities in the near future are planned in
detail while other later activities can be at a higher level. Consider
the activity list from previous similar projects.
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Estimation of activity
resources

Describe how the needed quantities of human resources and
equipment to complete identified activities will be estimated.
Document the needed level of accuracy for the estimates and units of
measure. Consider company’s procedures, policies and resource
calendars.

Activity duration estimates

Describe how the activity duration estimates will be developed.
Document the needed level of accuracy for the estimates.

Risk identification/schedule
contingencies

All identified risks that could have an impact on the schedule should
be analyzed (e.g., late delivery of materials, resource availability and
skill level, delays in permits, etc.). Contingency reserves (time) for
those activities should be established. Describe how the contingency
reserves for the schedule will be determined. Padding (doubling the
time for the activity or adding the random number of time periods to
“play it safe”) is not allowed.

Use of scheduling
tool/schedule development

Describe which scheduling tool (e.g., MS Project) will be used to
sequence all activities and develop a project schedule (schedule
model). The initial schedule model with the initial project start and
finish dates will most likely have to go through multiple iterations
until it is accepted by all relevant stakeholders.

Approval of the schedule
baseline

Who will approve the schedule baseline?

Schedule Control
The approved schedule baseline will be changed only through the formal change control process and
only after the impact on the project constrains has been assessed.
Performance reviews

Please describe the frequency of the schedule performance reviews.
Describe how the schedule performance will be reviewed (e.g.,
earned value management, actual vs. planned dates, percentage
completed, etc.). Document who will be involved in the schedule
performance review.

Schedule control thresholds

Specify any acceptable variation from the schedule before the
corrective measures are needed (e.g., increase in duration of the
activity/work package by 15%).
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Schedule performance
reporting

Approvals
Project Sponsor(s)

Describe how the schedule performance will be reported and the
frequency of reporting.

___________________________
Signature

Schedule Management
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5. Cost Management

The purpose of cost management is to ensure the project is completed within budget. A Cost Management
Plan identifies the processes and procedures used to manage costs throughout the project’s life cycle. The
purpose of this section is to provide an overview of how the project budget is created and provide
guidance on the creation of a Cost Management Plan. These will define the necessary budget to execute
the project as well as monitor and control the project costs to match the approved budget.
Developing the Project Budget
The development of the project budget is an iterative process that occurs primarily in the first two project
phases. Each step in development refines the budget further, until the baseline budget is established at
the completion of the planning phase.
Resource Planning
Resource planning uses a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) to calculate the full cost of resources needed
to complete a project successfully. For further details about the development of the WBS, please see
Chapter 3, Scope Management and Chapter 4, Schedule Management. Project managers typically
determine required resources for each work breakdown structure component and then add them to
create a total resource cost estimate for all project deliverables.
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Cost Estimating
Cost estimating is an iterative process that uses a variety of estimating techniques to determine the total
cost of completing a project. Cost estimating techniques vary widely in their approaches to computing
project costs, and stretch from conceptual techniques that draw mainly from historical experience and
expert judgment, to determinative techniques that estimate costs on a component-by-component basis.
Determinative techniques are the most accurate; however, while the estimator’s job is always to create
the most accurate estimate possible, determinative estimating techniques are only an option if you’ve
reasonably finalized a project’s scope and deliverables. As such, you use the less accurate estimating
techniques during the earliest stages of project planning, and then revise and update estimates as the
project continues to be defined.
Cost Budgeting
Once you’ve created satisfactory estimates, you can finalize and approve the project’s budget. Typically
budgeted amounts are released in stages according to the level of a project’s progress. These allocations
often include contingencies and reserves.
Cost Control
Cost control is the practice of measuring a project’s cost performance according to cost and schedule
baselines that provide points of comparison throughout the project life cycle. The individual in charge of
cost management investigates the reasons for cost variations - if they deem cost variations unacceptable,
corrective action is likely. Cost control also includes other related responsibilities, such as ensuring that
updated project budgets reflect changes to a project’s scope.
Key Components of the Cost Management Plan
While you can customize a cost management plan to fit your organization’s needs, they generally follow
a standard format. Sections often include the cost variance plan, the cost management approach,
information on cost estimation, the cost baseline, cost control, and reporting processes, the change
control process, the project budget, and approvals. You may also want to include the spending authority
levels for key project personnel, specifying which roles can approve costs up to specific thresholds.
Cost Variance Plan
Cost variance is when the actual amount differs from the budgeted amount. In your cost management
plan, you’ll need a section that details the actions you should take, including who is held responsible in
the case of a cost variance. The size of the variance usually necessitates different action: a cost variance
of less than five percent might result in an explanation of that variance, while a 95-percent-or-greater
variance could force the project to be abandoned.
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Cost Management Approach
This section outlines the approach a manager uses for cost management. The level of rigour can vary, but
this describes how to establish a cost baseline and how to compare actual costs. You usually track and
report costs through control accounts, where you roll up costs of subtasks. This often occurs at the third
level of the work breakdown structure, a tool that breaks a project into small components or chunks of
work to determine the resources needed to complete a job or project. However, the point at which you
track and report depends on the scope of the project.
Cost Estimation
Here you will define the methods used for estimating project costs, the levels of variation, and the
expected precision, accuracy, and risk.
Cost Baseline
This has a specialized meaning in project management and represents the authorized, time-phased
spending plan against which you measure cost performance. It’s the sum of the estimated project cost
and contingency reserves.
Cost Control Process
Effective cost control means performing a number of related activities that all begin by monitoring costs,
since you can’t know if costs are greater than planned unless you are tracking actual expenses. Then,
project managers need to decide how to respond to cost variances. Here are some key steps and concepts
that inform the cost control process:
 Monitoring Cost Performance: A project manager routinely monitors a project’s cost
performance by creating performance reports that summarize current performance and forecast
whether you will complete the project on budget. You provide project stakeholders with
information about a project’s cost performance.
 Reviewing Changes: You must amend the cost baseline to reflect all cost-related changes, and
you should inform the project shareholders about all changes.
 Actual Costs versus Budgeted Costs: Upon milestone and entire project completion, you
examine the variances between actual costs and budgeted costs. Responses to the cost
management plan will depend on the magnitude of the variance and the stage of the plan - this
could range from a discussion to changes in the project scope that reduce costs
 Reserve Analysis: Use reserve analyses to allocate contingency reserves to projects based on the
likelihoods and magnitudes of risk.
 Cash-Flow Analysis: Used in financial reporting, cash-flow analyses detail cash inflows and
outflows over a given period of time, and provide starting and ending balances.
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Project Budget
The budget builds on the cost baseline by totaling the cost of executing the project (including
contingencies for possible risks). It also adds in management reserves, which is an amount to cover
unanticipated risks or unidentified events that may arise. An organization will usually set a policy for this,
and the amount is often five to 15 percent of the total budget
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Cost Management - Template
Sample Cost Management Plan
1. Introduction
Project cost management plan overview
1.1

Purpose
Identify the desired outcome and how the plan will be beneficial.

1.2

Documentation and Communication Practices
Discuss how progress and changes will be documented and how information will be
communicated with team members and stakeholders.

2. Overview
Briefly elaborate on how cost management process will enhance the project.
2.1

Summary Statement
Briefly elaborate on how cost management process will impact / enhance the project.

2.2

Reporting Requirements
Define the methods, process, and regularity of status reporting.

2.3

Estimate Degree Requirements
Indicate the percentage of variance required throughout planning stages, i.e.,
conception, charter, etc.

3. Spending Limit Authorization Levels

SPENDING LIMIT AUTHORIZATION LEVELS
COST LIMIT

Cost Management
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4. Cost Variance Action Plan
COST VARIANCE ACTION PLAN
% OF
VARIANCE

REQUIRED ACTION DESCRIPTION

PARTY RESPONSIBLE

5. Approach Defined
How overall plan will be created, revised, monitored, and controlled.
5.1

Procedures
Define set procedures.

5.2

Policies
List all policies that must be adhered to.

5.3

Documentation
Detail the documentation process throughout life of project.

6. Cost Estimation Process Defined
Detail how estimates should be reached and classified, including thresholds, risks, performance
rules, confidence ratings of estimate accuracy, etc.
7. Cost Baseline
7.1

WBS of Work Sections and/or Individual Tasks
Break out each section, task, or group of tasks.

7.2

Estimate Method
Parametric, Analogous, Three-Point, Bottom-Up, etc.

7.3

Funding
Method of financing.

7.4

Contingency/Reserve
Detail all funds held.
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8. Cost Control and Metrics
Detail metrics used in conjunction with set thresholds.

9. Reporting Process Defined
Detail how management plan will be reported. Define any processes.

10. Change Control Process
Describe procedure for requesting and implementing changes to the plan, including how changes
are approved / rejected and how they will be reported to circulation list.

11. Project Budget
List final figures reached for contingency/reserve, fixed, material, and contractor costs—a project
total.
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6. Contract Management

Following the completion of the procurement process on your project, there is now a contract to manage.
In order to do so, you will need to understand the key elements that contribute to successful outcome.
According to the International Association of Contract and Commercial Managers, 50% or more of the
value of a complex services contract can be lost following contract execution. The fact is that even the
best contract may not bring the desired results without the accompanying design and investment in
contract management2.
If the principal goal of pre-signature contract negotiation is to establish an agreement to which both
parties are committed, capable of performing and that meets their business objectives and goals, then
the principal objective of post-signature contract management is to ensure that each party performs
according to their obligations and, in more complex contracts, recognizes the need for change. In order
to accomplish this, a range of tasks and considerations need to be taken into account. These are relatively
consistent in terms of what needs to be done but are variable in terms of the related workload and
complexity, depending on the type of contract you are managing.
At a high level, to successfully manage a contract, there is need for detailed analysis, disciplined
communication, rigorous monitoring, managed change, consistent documentation and mutually agreed
goals. All of these are underpinned by coherent and planned processes that relate to the following
objectives:
 Transition to implementation
o Promote awareness
o Internalize stakeholder goals
 Identify, understand and manage risks
2

Post-Award Contract Governance and Change Management, Bill Huver & Craig Nelson, May 23, 2014
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Monitoring performance, tools and techniques
o Enforce terms of performance
o Ensure compliance
o Manage relationships
o Management reporting and maintenance of the contract records
Change control
Manage and resolve contract issues
Contract close-out and lessons learned

These objectives are further described in the sections below.

Transition to implementation
Promote awareness
Often, the people performing a contract have little or no knowledge of the terms of the contract they are
performing. Nor do they realize that work is actively being monitored for fulfillment of contractual
obligations. It is advisable for the contract manager to convey important information about the
fundamental contract terms and requirements to the project team members and stakeholders.
This can be accomplished through a contract overview presentation or training tailored to the various
groups supporting the project. The awareness training should include such topics as scope, deliverables,
confidentiality, intellectual property and data protection requirements, limitations and restrictions (e.g.,
key personnel, subcontracted supplier or third party approvals, locations of performance, etc.) cost
controls, and relevant processes (e.g., contract change control, communication protocol, charging
mechanisms, etc.).
The contract manager should deliver periodic updates to address any changes to the contract or
implementing processes and to reinforce the importance of contract compliance. Further visibility of the
active role of contract management is accomplished by making copies of contract documents available
either electronically or physically, abstracting contracts and pulling out data elements for reference, and
participation by contract managers in project meetings and management reviews. The contract manager
should be the central and initial point of contact for all contract interpretation issues and compliance
concerns.
Internalize stakeholder goals
For any contract there is a business case in some form that was presented and accepted during the
Initiation phase. The business case for what eventually becomes a contract contains the goals of the
organization and the stakeholders who championed the work. By working to achieve stakeholder goals
through contract management objectives, and identifying how contract modifications may affect the
underlying business case, the contract manager will add the most value.
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Identify, understand and manage risk
As discussed in the Risk Management chapter, it is important to identify and anticipate risks, so that you
can be effective in their management. The Contract Manager plays a key role in risk management during
this phase of the project.
Monitoring performance, tools and techniques
Enforce terms of performance
Techniques that contract managers use to maintain fulfillment of contract terms include the following:
 Acceptance tests/acceptance-like reviews of key working documents and periodic status
reviews.
 Measurement of key attributes of performance, such as key process indicators (KPIs), if these
are explicit in the contract.
 Audit of compliance with deliverables and obligations set out in the contract.
 Requests for assurance from the other party that terms will be complied with in the future.
 Notices of material breach of terms with a period for cure of the alleged non-performance.
 Stopping work orders and suspension of future tasking until of the causes of nonperformance
have been determined.
Ensure compliance
Besides terms of performance, there are laws, regulations, policies and industry standards, both specified
in the contract and existing outside the contract, with which work and payment must comply. Contract
managers must be aware of these extra-contractual obligations and how they affect current contracts.
Requiring documentation and auditing work are the two most common methods of ensuring compliance.
Manage relationships
In recent years, a school of thought has emerged that says post-signature contract management should
be less about enforcing terms and conditions and more about working with the other party, often called
‘relationship management’. This is particularly the case in outcome-based contracts, where the delivery
methods may not be prescribed or subject to change. The focus of relationship is on obtaining value rather
than strict performance.
Management reporting and records retention
Contract management is responsible for ensuring that contract terms and conditions are being fulfilled,
including any reports and reporting activities that are specified in the contract. Ensuring the reporting
required by the contract is available means that contract managers must task the other party to provide
information about the contract; it also means that contract managers must understand their own
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organization’s reporting requirements and ensure that procedures are in place for the required reporting
and its retention.
Because they are responsible for interpreting and understanding the contract, it is incumbent on contract
managers to review the contents of both incoming and outgoing information for timeliness, sufficiency,
and compliance with contractually prescribed formats and to verify that that reports are being sent to the
right recipient according to the contract and are being retained according to the contract and government
policy.
Contract managers may also take other reporting roles. Contract management often has ownership of
central contract document repository systems in which all other information generated under the
contract is stored.
Change Control
Changes to the initial agreement are common. Often the engagement between the parties expands in
some areas and contracts or ends in others. The contract manager’s objective is to capture any changes
to the agreement in the written contract by means of change orders, written amendments, or additional
work orders. This will be discussed more fully in the Change Management Chapter of this Guide.
Manage and resolve contract issues
Dispute resolution is a formal process for resolving disputes about performance of the contract or about
actions taken or claims made relating to the terms and conditions of the contract. The governance terms
and conditions typically contain detail on issue escalation and dispute resolution procedures. It is the
contract manager’s responsibility to be familiar with the issue escalation and dispute resolution
procedures in the contract and ensure that the parties are following those established guidelines
whenever appropriate. Terms and conditions for dispute handling and resolution commonly include an
established escalation path and timescales for resolution at each step of the process, with notice
requirements, and prescribe the forum in which the parties are required to take disputes that cannot be
resolved within the boundaries of the contract’s established escalation process.
Contract close-out and lessons learned
Close-out confirms that the contract is officially terminated by performance and that there are no
uncompleted legal obligations of either the customer or the supplier. Close-out assures that the correct
payment is made to the supplier, the correct deliverables are received by the customer stakeholders, and
administrative and fiscal obligations have been.
Close-out might appear simple at first, but some common complications arise. In government contracting,
for example, if a contract’s funds are depleted, financial approval must be obtained for the deficit. By the
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same token, a contract’s unused funds must be identified and de-obligated in the budget. If the supplier
has been overpaid, the owner needs to recoup those payments.
Once the contract manager has determined that all contract obligations and required administrative
actions have been fully and satisfactorily accomplished, and no outstanding disputes or legal actions under
the contract exist, they can obtain a mutual waiver or release of claims that binds the parties to their
mutual agreement that the contract has been fulfilled and is terminated by completion.
Sources of contract management activities
Contract management activities come from several sources. The first and primary source of contract
management is the administrative terms of the contract itself. Administrative terms that typically appear
in the contract can include acceptance testing, service level measurement, invoicing and payment, proof
of insurance and financial responsibility, human capital management, property management, legal
notices and others. These activities are enforceable under the contract, though in and of themselves they
may not rise to the level of materiality.
In some instances, the contract manager may need to set up administrative processes for these
contractual obligations. Other activities such as invoice approvals or signature approval levels internal to
an organization are usually not specifically addressed in contracts. Contract management activities may
already exist outside the contract as standard operating procedures of one or both of the parties. Existing
contract management procedures for contract management may be considered best practice by the
contract management function. Conflicts can arise between administrative activities described in
contracts and existing practices if drafting does not account for them.
The initial set-up phase is when contract analysis is occurring; when meetings internally and with other
parties to the contract are focused on ensuring common goals and identifying potential risks; when you
are building and executing a communications plan and a resource plan; and when you are establishing
standard forms reports, tools and processes. The lead contract manager and project manager are
responsible for ensuring all this is done and that it is adequately communicated. Individual members of
the extended contract management team are responsible for making sure that they have understood their
role, that they have the skills, knowledge or tools required to perform and they have asked questions in
areas of doubt or highlighted issues.
As you move from set-up to steady state management, the contract management activities should
become more administrative in nature. In a well-managed project, they will focus on monitoring
performance and handling contractually required activities such as invoicing, payment management, cost
recording, participating in reviews or maintaining data and documentation records. However, although
this may be mundane, the work is critically important. It is in this phase that contract management can
enable proactive problem identification, when communication capture can be critical to continued
control. It is in this phase that discipline makes a difference between realizing expectations and moving
into dispute. And it is at this stage that those organizations that are not following best practice tend to
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take their eye off the ball; they allow the tasks to be handled by low level administrators, who focus on
compliance rather than proactive opportunity management.
Throughout the lifetime of the contract there will be change and contract management has a key role to
play in this. Not only do they provide much of the background documentation to support or respond to a
request, they also manage the associated negotiation and revised contract terms. Any change will
reactivate many of the set-up processes. Indeed, significant changes can drive high levels of activity almost
to the point of new contract start-up. Contract managers must ensure that requested changes are
assessed, properly accepted or rejected, recorded and communicated, along with their impacts on price,
scope, deliverables and/or timing.
The third key area for contract management relates to claims and disputes. The contract manager will be
involved in initiation or receipt depending on which party is originating. In respect of the contract, you
must take the lead in rapidly resolving any open issues or areas of doubt. The role will typically include
analysis, evaluation and proposing resolutions, drawing on many of the records that the contract
management team has built and maintained, in addition to the supervision of the relevant clauses and
provisions from the original agreement and any modifications that have already been made. Contract
management will generally be involved in resolution, sometimes controlling the decision, but in many
cases where there is severe disagreement, most likely in an advisory capacity. However, contract
managers need to understand the options that are open and the routes that could be followed in resolving
the dispute.
Finally, contract management has a lead role in contract close-out. Again the activities around termination
or transition are going to involve many other functions, but contract managers are key in oversight,
communication, associated documentation and ensuring compliance. Contract managers must always
complete their records, document any continuing obligations and capture the final lessons learned for
input to any similar future negotiations or relationship.
Communication
Contract implementation is probably most endangered by poor communication. Sometimes key
stakeholders don’t even receive a copy of the contract. Or it is simply mailed out (email, physical mail, or
however it is forwarded) with the belief that as long as everybody’s got a copy, it’s going to get properly
implemented. Experienced contract managers know that short cuts in communication mean higher risks
and more work later. To avoid this, you need to make sure that you have undertaken an effective and
constructive communication exercise.
You must make the communication succinct enough that the recipients are reading the things that they
really need to know as opposed to confusing them with documentation that has no relevance to the task
you are asking them to perform. You also need to be clear about what communication you expect back.
What reports do you want? What systems or procedures must they use in order for you to be able to
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centralize documentation and information that you need to manage proper control? Don’t leave such
things unclear. Don’t complain about the lack of information flowing back if you’ve never thought through
the issue or the challenges of how and when it will be communicated. You must highlight the specific highrisk or high priority areas and make sure that they receive particular attention.
The contract manager must be familiar with the area in which they are operating and understand how to
communicate in a way that responds to people’s interests, needs and views. This person must understand
the structure of the organization and understand the impacts of measurement and motivation systems
and organizational behavior. Concern must also be given to the key players in the all organizations and
metrics need to be developed to track interactions.
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Contract Management - Templates
Contract Briefing Template
Goals of Government (summarize the outcomes sought from the contract)
1.
2.
3.
Goals of Supplier (summarize the outcomes sought from the contract)
1.
2.
3.
Scope – (what is in, anything specific that is out, but could be a source of confusion):

Performance measures/KPIs (including any specific obligations re: on-going price reductions,
performance improvements):
1.
2.
3.
Consequences of non-performance (in particular areas such as Liquidated Damages)
1.
2.
3.
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Change procedures (and major sources of anticipated change)

Review, reporting, communication procedures (internal and external)

Responsibilities of Government
Responsibility

e.g. approve
design report

Contract Clause
Number/Page
1.3, page 2

Lead on this issue

Project
Manager

Date to be performed

1 August 2011

Responsibilities of Supplier
Responsibility

Contract Management

Contract Clause
Number/Page

Lead on this issue

Date to be performed
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Active Terms
Responsibility

Contract Clause
Number/Page

Lead on this issue

Date to be performed

Contract Clause
Number/Page

Lead on this issue

Date to be performed

Milestones
Responsibility

Time-bound activities and responsibilities
Responsibility

Contract Clause
Number/Page

Lead on this issue Date to be performed

Risks (noted during bid and negotiation phase)
Risk

Contract Management

Mitigation/management/allocation assumed when
contract signed
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Useful information discovered concerning supplier organization and personalities, relevant to
managing the contract:
1.
2.
3.
Governance Requirements
Requirement
Steering
Committee

Reference
Contract clause 4.9,
page 49

Who
The MD’s, Project
Managers and
Account Director

When
Monthly, starting
August 2011

Other relevant information previously obtained that will help with interpretation of the contract (e.g.
Legal advice taken on key points):
1.
2.
3.
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Sample Contract Summary Form
Date:
________________
Contract Reference #: ________________

Contract Type: ____________________

Contract Title:
Contract Purpose

Main Parties to the Contract:
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Contract Value
Contract Owner
Signatories
Risks and Opportunities
Notes:
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Sample Contract KPI Assessment Template
Contract Management involves managing the performance of contractors, and their performance. KPI’s
are used to generate clear objectives for the contractor to focus on.
A good Contract Manager will maintain a clear eye on these KPI targets and measure them accordingly.
Attached below is an example grid for such a purpose.
KPI
No.

1

2

Property Maintenance Contract
KPI Target Details

Repair time

On-Site HSE Incidents

Target

Actual

<5
Hours

6 Hours

0

2

60 Mins

51 Mins

99%

99.13%

<2

2

0

3

KPI
Status

Comments

Chemical spill, Tool
wound

Maintenance Reaction Time (Average)
3
Repairs completed with 48 Hours
4
Call Back with 14 Days
5
Customer Complaints
6

In addition, use of spreadsheets and corresponding graph options allows these KPI’s to be represented in
a variety of visual options which enhance the message and impact of performance or non-performance.
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7. Contract Change Management

Once you have a contract, there may be times when it needs to be changed or modified in order for the
project to meet its goal. These change orders represent one of the biggest areas of risk for projects; if
they are not properly tracked and managed, they can lead to cost overruns, schedule delays and disputes.
While there are usually mechanisms in the contracts that speak to change orders, the Project Manager
will need to establish processes within their project teams and larger organizations to ensure that those
changes are processed in a timely manner, with the proper approvals, and meet the needs of the project.
Through careful planning, changes can be minimized, but they are still highly likely to occur. Change orders
initiated by the project team may be, but are not limited to:
 A response to unexpected conditions;
 Plan deficiencies (errors or omissions), such as conflicts or ambiguities in specification;
 Extra or unanticipated necessary work; or
 Design criteria changes.
Contractors may also initiate changes, such as requests for material substitutions, changes to work
methods or similar that can be considered by the project team
The change process is, by design, voluntary. Normally, if the parties cannot reach an agreement, original
terms and conditions will remain unchanged. However, some requests for change, if not agreed upon, will
either negatively impact the contractor´s ability to deliver under the agreement or otherwise impact the
use of the agreement. Consequently, many agreements will include a process that demands describing
and categorizing the impact of the change request. This categorization will help the parties deal with the
changes in the right priority. If the parties cannot agree on changes that may jeopardize their ability to
deliver under the agreement, the change request will be routed via dispute resolution, which should be
connected to the claim management process.
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While each change order may be unique, the typical change order flow is as follows:
Request for
Change

Validate
Request

Assess
Request

Negotiate
Change

Authorize/Reject
Change

Implement
Change

Ideally, no change work is to be performed until the project manager has an executed change order in
hand. On rare occasions, an approval to proceed with the change work prior to issuance of and executed
change order may be requested from the executing authority. This prior approval, which must be
documented in the file, may be appropriate if there is a cost/time issues to consider, or if it will mitigate
a cost/time disadvantage to the Contractor. Problems tend to arise if the Project Manager doesn’t first
obtain required approvals, or when he/she has not done an adequate job preparing the documentation
for the change. Preparing good documentation for a change order is just as important as preparing the
original contract. Having adequate documentation when negotiating with the Contractor will minimize
the chance of misunderstanding about the quantity or type of work expected, exactly what will be
included in the compensation and how it will be measured and paid.
Once executed, a change order is part of the contract. The original contract now contains the provisions
of the executed change order.
The Change Process
The following section provides further details on the steps of the change process described above.
Request for Change
There are several key items that the contract manager must ascertain when a change request is made. If
the requestor does not provide this information, the contract manager will need to gather this information
for consideration by the project manager:
 Who has made the request?
 What has been requested?
 What is the rationale behind the request?
 Will the request significantly change the timeframe of the project?
Validation
With the contract manager, the project manager must establish that:
 The issue under discussion is truly a change to the contract, not covered by any other item of
contract work, or not made incidental to other contract items by specifications, addenda, special
provision, or amendments, etc; and
 There is a real need or added value to the change;
 The request for change originated from a valid source.
o As an example, a subcontractor should not be able to submit a request for change to the
project manager;
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o

If the project manager were to act on such a request without validating the source, it could
cause considerable difficulties with the contractor.

Assessment
Once the project manager has determined that the request is valid, the change must be assessed:
 What is the urgency (high/standard/low)?
 What is the operational Impact (high/standard/low)?
 What is the financial Impact (high/standard/low)?
 What is the contractual impact?
 Are contractual changes needed?
The project manager should investigate all possible solutions to the problem. In many cases there is more
than one possible corrective action that may be taken. It is the job of the project manager to determine
which action is the most efficient, effective, and in the best interest of the project.
The project manager may want to request help or advice from the potential operators and personnel in
the Ministry. This will assist in validating if the change is necessary and help determine the best option for
the project.
An important step of the assessment is validating the cost estimate for the change. The project manager
should determine what resources it may need to validate the estimate; often if the project manager has
sufficient expertise it can be done by the project manager themselves.
The project manager’s validation should be done prior to any negotiation with the contractor. By
validating the cost estimate, it may uncover differences between the project manager’s view on the scope
and other requirements and that of the contractor, leading to discussions that will ensure that the change
being requested is well understood by both parties.
Negotiation
Negotiating the parameters of a change order before any change work has been authorized or performed
may be required. The project manager should have a complete understanding of the scope and any issues
with price that may arise. If there is a large difference in price, the basis for each estimate must be
discussed.
Another aspect of the negotiation that should always be considered is that of contract time. Any change
that impacts an activity on the critical path of the contractor’s approved progress schedule, or that causes
another item to become a critical item, will need to be evaluated for an adjustment of working days. This
evaluation will be based only on the approved contractor’s progress schedule. During the negotiating
phase, agreement should be reached on how long it will take the contractor to have the appropriate
equipment available, how long it will take to obtain any required materials, and how long it will take to
accomplish the actual change work.
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The appropriate amount of time should then be included in the change order so that the entire issue is
resolved. Sometimes the contractor will be unwilling to commit to a stated number of working days. The
issue of time may be considered after the change work is completed; however, resolving the issue of time
with the change order is the preferred method. A statement in the change order, indicating that time will
be considered at a later date, is required when time is not resolved with the change order.
Authorization
Once the best action is decided upon, the contract manager must prepare the change documents, and
obtain the required authorization. This gives a clear and complete idea of what the change work entails
and allows the correct personnel to understand the change and give the authorization to proceed.
Governance
On larger projects, it may be desirable to set up a two-tiered change governance process. In such a
process, minor changes may be authorized through a fast track process (decentralized) while significant,
major or urgent changes are authorized through the specific systems put in place e.g. senior management,
project management, finance etc. (centralized). As an example, the steering committee could delegate
decision-making authority on changes under $10,000, up to a threshold of $100,000, to the project
manager. For changes over those thresholds, additional authorization may be required. This gives the
project manager a degree of discretion within reasonable limits, limits the administrative burden on
management, and ensures that work can proceed quickly.
Change Order Documentation
Once the parties have agreed that a change should proceed, the contract management should then
prepare a change order. The following section provides guidance on best practices in documenting
change orders.
Change Order Checklist
To assist the project manager, there is a contains a basic Change Order Checklist template at the
conclusion of this Chapter that may be a good starting point for developing the change order
documentation. This can be used as the mechanism for determining who must give approval for the
change, as well as who is the executing authority for the change and should be used for all change orders,
including minor changes.
When preparing the Checklist, remember that the person reviewing it may have limited knowledge of the
project, and their ability to review and/or approve the change order is closely related to the explanations
given in the checklist. All supporting documentation should be readily available if it is not included with
the Checklist.
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Governance Requirements
It is recommended that the first page of the change order deals mostly with the approval/execution of
the change order. The rest of the page has spaces for signatures and dates, indicating concurrence by the
contractor and approval and execution of the change order by the project manager and whatever other
entities are required by the project’s governance structure.
Justify the Change
Once the project manager has decided to proceed with the change, the Project Manager must:
 Establish that the issue under discussion is truly a change to the contract.
o Not covered by any other item of contract work, or not made incidental to other contract
items by specifications, addenda, special provision, or amendments, etc.
 Establish that there is a real need or added value to the change.
o Project Manager should investigate all possible solutions to the problem (in many cases there
is more than one possible corrective action that may be taken).
 Determine which action is the most efficient, effective, and in the best interest of the project.
o Here, the project manager may request help or advice from the potential operators and
personnel in the Ministry in making this determination, as well as input from the Contractor,
i.e. impacts to other work, etc.
Describe the Change
Putting the change order documentation together begins with preparing a complete description of the
change. This should include:
 What is to be changed and how.
 Material and product specifications.
 Any time constraints that may be required.
 Any impact on project schedule
 Any impact on project cost
o Including potential lifecycle and maintenance costs (or savings) associated with the change
 Any other considerations.
The description needs to be clear enough that the contractor will understand exactly what work must be
performed, what materials will be required, and what construction requirements must be met in order
to complete the change work. If there are time constraints of the performance of the change work, this
must be detailed as well. This may be different than the original change request, depending on what has
occurred during the validation exercise and negotiations between the parties.
In addition to a complete written description of the change, an illustrative plan may be required to provide
supplemental details, which will clearly explain, illustrate, or delineate the change work. This might be a
sketch of a detail, a plan sheet from the original contract, modified to show the change order work, or a
new plan sheet that provides the details of the work. This section should include the acceptance criteria
for the change (if required).
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Adjustments to payment terms
This section should summarize and list all of the added, deleted, or modified payment terms affected by:
 The change order
 The price of each added, deleted, or modified item
 The quantity of change work
 The total dollar amount of the change.
The revised payment terms should use the same logic and categorizations as those in the original
contract.
Implementation
Following the execution of the change order, the contract manager should coordinate the implementation
of change or inform the contractor and project team that change is not accepted. Depending on the
change, there may be steps that have to be taken from the different internal and external parties. For
example, if there is a change to payment terms, the accounting department may need to be notified. If a
change to the agreement is required, legal advice may need to be taken. If the scope of work has changed,
all affected parties need to be aware. It is the responsibility of the contract manager to ensure this occurs.
Tracking and Back-up Documentation
In order to report accurately, it is essential that a change order log be used to track the status of change
orders. It is advisable that change orders be tracked prior to execution in order to ensure that the change
order is processed expeditiously and that the change order is executed or, if warranted, approval to begin
the work prior to execution of the change order is obtained from the executing authority, prior to any
change order work being performed. In Chapter 3, Scope Management, a template for project changes
was provided. This template can also be used to track and manage contract changes.
The project manager maintains the change order backup information in the file with the change order.
This material should be clear enough that someone unfamiliar with the project can understand why and
how the change came about, and why any compensation/time is justifiable and reasonable. It should also
include documentation of all approvals obtained. This will prove indispensable should the change order
be subject to problems later, or internal auditors are reviewing change orders.
Typical Problems in the Change Order Process
After the Fact Change Orders: When an after the fact change order is compounded by the fact that the
price is unsubstantiated or the change should not have been allowed, it can cause strained relations
between the contractor and the project manager, the project manager and the project sponsor, and the
project sponsor and their responsible Minister.
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Unjustified Need: Failure to clearly justifying the need for a change is cause for non-approval. The need
has to be explained in such a way that those unfamiliar with the details of the project can understand and
agree with the need for the change. Also, the Project Manager needs to ensure that the requested change
is truly a change, and not already included in the scope of the contract.
Failure to Follow Governance: The most common error in this category is the lack of approval, missing
documentation of the approval, or approval by the wrong person.
No Prior Approval to Proceed: A change order must be executed in writing, or granted prior approval by
the executing authority, before any of the change work is performed. The prior approval must be
documented.
Insufficient Detail: The need for a change order and justification for the cost has to be clear and
understandable to people outside of the project (auditors, etc.). If the justification is not clear, much time
may be spent later trying to convince a reviewer of its merits. This often happens at a much later date,
when the Project Manager may have forgotten the facts surrounding the change order.
Inadequate Description: The change work must be adequately described, and a method for measurement
and payment has to be spelled out in the change order text.
No Approval: When the project manager agrees to a change outside of their authority without prior
concurrence from the project sponsor, problems can occur. Changes have to be documented by a written
change order. When the change or the compensation cannot be justified or agreed to by project sponsor,
the Project Manager is placed in an awkward position with the Contractor.
Time: Additional time is sometimes not addressed in the change order (the change order does not contain
a time statement). It is preferred that it be addressed and resolved. This can be done unilaterally if the
contractor and the project manager cannot come to agreement on the appropriate amount of time
involved. At the very least, an agreement should be made to address time as soon as the change work is
done and its overall impact can be resolved.
Incidental Work: Change orders written for work that is incidental to other items of work are usually
caused by overlooking special provisions, amendments or specifications during the change order process.
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Change Order Checklist Template
Change Number

Description of Change

Cause of Change

Justification

Cost Implications

Benefit Implications

Quality Implications

Time & Delivery Implications
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Other Implications (Supplier/Customer)

Impact on Business Case

Impact on Risk Profile

Impact on Contract

Recommendation:
Signatures:

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

Print Name:

Date:

__________________________
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8. Stakeholder Management

Stakeholder Management Plan
Stakeholder Management includes the processes required to identify the people, groups and
organizations that could affect or be affected by the project, to analyze stakeholder expectations and their
impact on the project, and to develop appropriate strategies and tactics for effectively engaging
stakeholders in a manner appropriate to their interest and involvement in the project.
A stakeholder is defined as someone with an interest in the outcome of a project, either because they
have funded it, will use it, or will be affected by it.
A Stakeholder Management Plan includes the following sections:
1. Identify Stakeholders
 Identify by name and title the people, groups, and organizations that have significant influence
on project direction and its success.
 Those that are significantly impacted by the project.
2. Plan Stakeholder Management
 Identify the strategies and mechanisms that will be used to achieve the greatest support of
stakeholders and minimize resistance.
3. Manage and Control Stakeholder Engagement
 Outlines the methods and steps that will be undertaken to carry out the planned strategies and
how they will be monitored.
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Stakeholder management plans should be reviewed and approved by the Project Sponsor and Steering
Committee. All external stakeholder communications activities should be reviewed in advance by your
Minister’s Office and Executive Council. Your Deputy Minister’s Office and Communications branch can
assist in this process.
Identify Stakeholders
In order to develop an effective plan for managing stakeholders, they first need to be clearly identified
and assessed. When identifying the individuals, groups, and organizations that may influence or are
impacted by the project, consider the following questions:
 Will the person or their organization be directly or indirectly affected by this project?
 Does the person or their organization hold a position from which they can influence the project?
 Does the person have an impact on the project’s resources (e.g. personnel, funding)?
 Does the person or their organization have any special skills or capabilities the project will
require?
 Does the person potentially benefit from the project or are they in a position to resist this change?
It is suggested that that the entire project team is utilized to identify stakeholders in a brainstorming
session. Remember, it is the stakeholder you fail to identify that is often the one who puts a wrench in
your plans later!
To assist with stakeholder identification and analysis, an example stakeholder register is at Figure 8-1
below:
Individual/
Group
Name

Description
& Key
attributes

Impact
on
Project

Impacted
by Project

Current
State

Desired
State

Issues,
Opportunities
and Risks

Mitigation
Strategies
and Actions

Figure 8-1 Sample Stakeholder Register
Stakeholder Management
Not all stakeholders will have equal influence or interest in the project, so it is important to separate the
identified stakeholders into groups, so that an approach to set and manage their expectations can be
developed.
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A power/interest grid is a simple 2x2 matrix in which stakeholders are classified according to the power
they have, either within the organization or within the project context, and their interest in the project or
its outcomes. As a result of this analysis, we can tailor our communications approach for each group. For
example, stakeholders with high power and high interest would probably represent our key stakeholder
group, and we would want to manage the expectations of this group carefully. This suggests that
interactive and push would be two of the major communications methods used with this group. On the
other hand, with the group that has high power, but low interest, we might want to limit the amount of
information with which we bombard them. Figure 8-2 below provides a sample Power-Interest Grid.

Figure 8-2 Sample Power-Interest Grid





High power, highly interested people (Monitor Closely): you must fully engage these people, and
make the greatest efforts to satisfy them.
High power, less interested people (Keep Informed): put enough work in with these people to
keep them satisfied, but not so much that they become bored with your message.
Low power, highly interested people (Keep Satisfied): adequately inform these people, and talk
to them to ensure that no major issues are arising. People in this category can often be very
helpful with the detail of your project.
Low power, less interested people (Monitor): again, monitor these people, but don’t bore them
with excessive communication.

Stakeholders can be listed in a table or spreadsheet with their key interests, potential level of impact to
the project, and priority in relation to other stakeholders. We want to be careful and outline multiple
interests, particularly those that are overt and hidden in relation to project objectives.
The key is to keep in mind that identifying interests is done with the stakeholder’s perspective in mind,
not yours. This is difficult since interests are usually hidden and contradict openly stated aims. Each
interest should be related to the appropriate project phase; that is, interests changes as the project moves
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from beginning to ending phases. With some stakeholders it may be crucial to extract interests by formally
asking them questions such as:
 What are your expectations of this project?
 How does the successful completion of the project benefit you?
 Are there any stakeholders that may conflict with your interest?
 Which stakeholders do you believe are in conflict with your interests?
Figure 8-3 below is a Stakeholder Information Matrix where this information can be captured and a plan
to manage can be developed.
Name, position,
etc.
Example
Stakeholder

PowerInterest
Where
does the
stakeholder
lie on the
PowerInterest
grid

Interest

Message

What
information
does the
Stakeholder
audience
need from
the project

All messages
developed for
this
Stakeholder
audience
should tie to
a common
theme

Communication
Channel
Describe which
tools will be
used to reach
this Stakeholder
audience

Frequency
Describe the
frequency of the
communication

Figure 8-3 Sample Stakeholder Information Matrix
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9. Communications Management

A communications management plan is a living document that sets the standards for how and when
communication takes place during a project. The key benefit of this process is that it identifies and
documents the approach to communicate most effectively and efficiently with the project team and
stakeholders. An effective communication plan provides information in the right format, at the right time,
and with the right impact and can be one of the most important tools to ensure project success.
The communication plan must give the different audiences what they want, when they want it. Based
upon understood stakeholder expectations, the communications plan should:
 State communication objectives;
 Identify all individuals who should receive communications (e.g. project directory);
 Identify the timing of communications;
 Identify how participants will receive communications;
 Identify how stakeholders will communicate with the project team;
 Describe the purpose, frequency, and participants of reoccurring meetings; and
 List key messaging for important questions.
An effective communication plan introduces consistency to communications and messages, assists
towards managing stakeholders during the project, facilitates team development, increases project
performance, and mitigates risks for a project through consistent and open communication channels.
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Project Team Directory
A project team directory is a documented list of project team members, including their project roles and
contact information. The directory should be made available to all project team members for quick
communication and information sharing. Figure 9-1 below is an example of a simple team directory.
Role

Name

Title

Organization/Department Email

Phone

Figure 9-1 Sample Team Directory
Communications Matrix
Most projects require communication to be planned in advance, taking into account the particular needs
of the people involved. A communications matrix allows you to think through how to communicate most
efficiently and effectively with the various stakeholders. A communication matrix is especially needed for
large projects or when many people are involved.
Let’s look at some suggestions for information you may want to include in your matrix:
Deliverable: This could be items such meetings, status reports, project newsletters, etc.
Target Audience: Who is this going to, or who needs to be present?
Purpose: What’s the purpose of the meeting or the report?
Frequency: Is this happening daily, weekly, monthly, or is it just a one off?
Owner: Who is in charge of moving this part of the project along? Is it the project manager,
project sponsor or a stakeholder?
Distribution Medium: Is the communication going out via email, conference call, or a in person
in a meeting?
Figure 9-2 below provides a sample communications matrix :
Deliverable

Target
Audience

Weekly status
report

Project
Team

Purpose

Frequency Owner

Distribution
Medium

Communicate
updated project
status

Weekly

Email

John
Doe

Comments

Figure 9-2 Sample Communications Matrix
Meetings
Every project likely requires periodic meetings where the stakeholders get together to discuss the
project’s goals, tasks, and progress. This is not a task to be taken lightly; if you waste people’s time, they
could become resentful and uncooperative.
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It is important to think ahead about how and when meetings will be conducted, when they’re appropriate
and when a less disruptive form of communication could be substituted, and who needs to attend
meetings. Including a project meeting list in your Communications Management Plan is a simple way to
plan and document your meetings. Figure 9-3 below is an example:
Meeting

Purpose

Frequency

Owner

Participants

Figure 9-3 Sample Project Meeting List
Reporting
Communicating project performance allows stakeholders to quickly ascertain how a project is doing. It
can quickly answer the questions:
 How is the project comparing to its baseline?
 How is it likely to do going forward?
Project reporting also involves asking for feedback on the reports from stakeholders to ensure they have
received the information they need and have understood it, and to determine whether they need more.
Reports should provide the kinds of information and the level of detail required by stakeholders. Including
a project reporting list in your Communications Management Plan such as the sample in Figure 9-4 below
is a simple way to document what reports will be generated and who the recipients will be.
Report Name

Purpose

Frequency

Owner

Distribution
List

Figure 9-4 Sample Project Reporting List
Strategic Communications
All projects should be supported by a comprehensive communications strategy that will be the
framework for all external, public and media communications about the project throughout its lifecycle.
Your Ministry’s Communications branch will typically prepare these in close consultations with your
project manager and sponsor.
Communications strategies should align with stakeholder management plans as activity undertaken
through one will often impact the success of the other. They should be approved by the project sponsor,
steering committee, and Minister’s Office. Communications strategies, like project plans themselves,
include several key components:
 Goals and objectives
 Audiences to be targeted
 Key messages tailored by audience
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Communications tactics, activities, and channels
Budget
Spokespeople
Evaluation

Communications strategies can also outline the protocol for handling and project-related media
requests that may come in to the Ministry or Minister’s Office.
There are often logical milestones for public communication throughout a project lifecycle:
 Approval/funding
 Awarding of contract / finalization of design
 Ground breaking
 Construction milestones (e.g. 50% complete)
 Substantial completion
 Opening / service commencement of asset / facility
These announcements would be planned by your Communications branch in conjunction with the
project manager, sponsor, and Minister’s Office.
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10. Project Close Out

Project close out is the part of project that involves formally closing the project. Typically, it includes
finalizing project documents and archiving the files. It also includes providing lessons learned on the
project that can be key learning for future projects. Project close out is critical but often overlooked part
of the project lifecycle, as people and resources move on to the next project or into operations. Proper
project close out can create significant benefits for project managers, the organization conducting the
project and other parts of government.
The project close out process includes the following steps:
Scope Verification:
 Review all test data against the approved specification
 Identify & resolve any discrepancies
 Validate all supporting documents
 Verify all deliverables are available
Closeout Contracts:
 Ensure that all open issues are resolved
 Secure or destroy proprietary documents
 Conduct an audit of completed scope
 Receive or finalize payments
Closeout Administration
 Return all personnel loaned to project
 Complete personnel performance evaluations
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Conduct a Lessons Learned Review
 Conduct a survey
 Hold the lessons learned meeting. Lessons learned do not have to wait to be gathered at project
close out. The project manager may consider keeping a running log of lessons as the project
progresses, and hold formal sessions at the end of each project phase.
Build a Project History File
 Document planned and actual schedule duration and include data on past similar completed
projects
 Document planned and actual labor costs and include past data
 Document all approved changes to project management plan
 Document all meetings minutes
 Document all problems
 Document subcontractor performance records
 Document project reviews
Create the Final Project report
 Describe the overall success of the project
 Describe organization on the project
 Describe recommended changes for other similar projects
 Describe techniques used to get results
 Describe project strengths & weaknesses
 Describe project team recommendations
Celebrate Success
 Involve everyone on the project
 Gather outside the working environment
 Recognize outstanding performers
 Express appreciation to all project participants
The close out of a project, when formally captured, can provide a learning opportunity and can
significantly improve the management of future projects. This step formally captures key learning and
reflections with the aim of improving future project performance. Assessing effective and less-thaneffective practices, developing process improvements, and celebrating a project’s successful completion
often have a direct impact on efficiency in subsequent projects. To help with this process, a template for
close out documentation is provided at the end of this Chapter.
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Project Close Out – Template
Close Out Documentation
A. General Project Information
[Enter high-level general project information. Expand this section to include more information if
needed for the project.]
Description
Project Name
Project Description
Project Manager
Project Sponsor
General Comments

Start Date
Finish Date
Hours
Days
Budget

[Project name]
[Description of project]
[Project Manager name]
[Project Sponsor name]
[Any additional general comments]

Baseline
[mm/dd/yyyy]
[mm/dd/yyyy]
[000 hours]
[000 days]
[$0,000.00s]

Actual
[mm/dd/yyyy]
[mm/dd/yyyy]
[000 hours]
[000 days]
[$0,000.00s]

Variance
[000 days]
[000 days]
[000 hours]
[000 days]
[$0,000.00s]

% Variance
[00.0%]
[00.0%]
[00.0%]
[00.0%]
[00.0%]

B. Management Effectiveness
[Summarize how effectively the management needs of the customer and project were met.
Highlight the significance of approved changes to the baseline, their impact on the project, and how
they were managed. Compare baselines to actual and describe discrepancies. Identify and discuss
specific issues that challenged the project/project team. Consider areas such as cost, schedule,
scope, quality, risk, issue, change, communication, implementation and transition, regulatory
compliance, and overall project team performance.]
C. Lessons Learned
[Summarize project lessons learned including the cause of issues, reasoning behind the corrective
action chosen, and other types of lessons learned. Identify and discuss specific issues that challenged
the project/project team.]
D. Administrative Closure
[Summarize project administrative closure activities such as procedures to transfer the project
products or services to production and/or operations; stakeholder approval for all deliverables;
confirmation that the project has met all sponsors, clients, and other stakeholder’s requirements;
verification that all deliverables have been provided and accepted; validation that completion and
exit criteria have been met; regulatory compliance items.]
E. Contract Closure
[Summarize project contract closure activities such as formally closing all contracts associated with
the completed project.]
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F. Information Distribution & Archive
[Summarize the data archived in the project repository. The type of information actually archived
will differ depending on the scope and type of project. Consider items such as contracts and
proposals, business case, charter, scope statement, schedule, budget estimate, project
management documents, surveys, status reports, checklists, and emails.]
[Archived items distributed to individual upon project close out. Note that this list may include
individual without access to the project’s archive repository. This should be considered when
deciding on an appropriate distribution medium.]
Item
Distribution List
Distribution Medium
[Archived Item]
[name]
[Email, fax, website, etc]
[Archived Item]
[name]
[Email, fax, website, etc]
G. References
[Insert the name, version number, description, and physical location of any documents referenced
in this document. Add rows to the table as necessary.]
The following table summarizes the documents referenced in this document.
Document Name
and Version
<Document Name
and Version
Number>
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Description
[Provide description of the
document]

Location
<URL or Network path where
document is located>
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